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FOREWORD

The National Center fOr Research in Vocational Education is continiang itsprocrammatic re-
sesrch into-occupational adaMability and transferable skills. This report (one,of a series) is intended
to examine the Potential value of transferable skills as a contributing influence on corrfpletion criteria
in setondary and post-secondary education. It is written,for planners and practitioneis,,curriculum
developet s, administrators, guidance counselors, employers, tind others involved in or concerned
about promotion or completion criteria in secondary and post-secondary edtication.

The paper examines a variety of basic questions related to completion criteria. Dr. Bricks II .

chose to compare and contrast transferable skills concepts with the minimurn competency testing
movement. While the paper does not attempt to review the pertinent literature, it does discuss the
curjfint state of knowledge in both domains, explores the relationships between them, and identifies'
the decision alternam es offered by each.

The National Center wish-es to express its appreciation to Ed Hattauer of Columbia University,
Joe Hojak of the Pennsylvania State Department ofr Educetion, Richard Hulsart of Nationi I Assess-.
ment of Educatiorial Progress; Edward Roeber of the Michigan State Department ot Edtication, and '
James Williams of the Ohio State DepaYtment of Education, for their cooperation and assistance at
a review meeting discussing an eady draft of the paPer. The valuable idvice of Bob Stump, project
Officer from the National Institute ofiliducation, is also acknowl*Iged. The planning and coordina-
tion of the paper was shared by William Ashley and Dr. Brickell. Technical editing was done bsi
Connie Faddis. The paper \vas produced under the overall supervision of Frank Pratzner, Project ,
Director of the Transferable Skills project at the National Center.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Directo6 -

The National. Center for Research
in Vocational Education
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INTRODUCTION

4
. ..

. . This paper compares and contrasts tWo currint movements rn education: the introduction of I
. minismum competency testing and the search for 'occuintionillly trapsferable skills. St finals similari-

ties and differences and suggests what the two movements ten learn from each other.
. -I.. .. -

de; There is a third closely related movement not considered in this paper.: the introduction of .. ;
eeimpetency-based education. To avoid confusion and to altar the reader to thaf clear focus on

.

. testing in contrast to instruction throughout this paper, the following distinetion is Offered.

. alis

Distinguishing betwNn Coinpetency-Based Eduiation
and Minimum Competedcy Testing

,Bdth competeney-based education (CBE) and minimum competency testing (MCT) focus on
intensiled learning outcoMes, bot CBE tike&learning outcomevand plans backward to how they car
be taught, while MCT takes learnirg outcomes and plans forward taihow they can be measured, as
indicated in Figure 1.

CompattincY-Basod

' Education

.=1".

L
minirio.;n;Compalinci

Figure 1. lterreIationshipof competency-based education
a minimuin fompetency testing,

Foi- example: Given a monthly bank statement accompanied by cancelled checks, the student will
b&able to.balanee a checkbook The CBE expert would stait with that intended learning outcome

. nd gd on to build an instructional unit to teach it. The MCT ixpert would start with the identical
.

statement and go on to build a test to measure it. , :

. . .
xag deals with instructibnthe how of teaching. lricontrast,-MCT. deals with measurement

. . the how much of learnlig. CBfi examines the learning ends in outer to choose the edeostional
means (ttaching methods arW'rnaterials). MCT efeemiriebthe learning ends-in oder to choose the
eviluation mains (testing methods anckmateriels).

-t, r . ).. .

A .

CiE is designed to p;Oduce learning, while MCP is desigèned to produce evidence of learning,
afethown in Figure 2.
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.Competemy-Bassil

EduatIon

ACTUAL
LEARNING
OUTCOMES

INTENDED
LEARNING

OU ,TCOMEE.

.
EVIDENCE OF ACTUAL

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

Figure 2. Learning outcornestas thisy relate to corripetency-
based education and minimum Dompetepcy testing.

0

CBE is indifferent to how learning will be menured; MCT is preocctipied with how learning
will be measured.

MCT is indifferent to how learning will be produced; CBE is preoccupied with how leart4:41,2
will be produced. ,

6

CBE is driven by a passional concern with the best means for laming; MCT is driven by a
'public concern with the by ends for learning.

Using the Results af the OCcuptitioskally
Transferable Skills Study to Serve CBE and MCT

V.

The intended learning obtcomes that are the basis for both CBE and MCT cannot be generated.
by either movement: They must be detived from outside sourck as shown in Figure 3.

M

Competency-Bend

Edue.stiogi

AOTUAtl.

OUT ES

.

MinhntAm CompetencY

Toting

EVIDENCE OF
ACTUAL
;EARNING
OUTCOMES

Figure 3. The relationship of outside souices to competency-
based education and minintuni competency testing..
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That is, ;One both CBE and MCT begth with intended (earning outcomes, neither movement hats
tkesubjgr special4ts, the knowledge of learner needi ang societal demands, Or ihe psychological
and phklosophical expertise from which desirable learner outcomes can be drawn. CBE offers a
methodology of instruction, grounded in a belief that teaching for clearly 'pacified objectives is
thebest way to produce learning.. MCT offers a methodology of evaluation, grounded in the belief
that testing for clearly specifi134 objectives is the best way to produce laming, at least it a minimum
level. Neither CBE nor MCT offers any sPetial insight about whet students should learn. Thus both
must look to outside sources for that.

t.

The National Center's study of occupaiionally transferable skills offers both CBE and MCT
such.an outside source, grounded' in an examination of.contemporary occupational requirements,
ormore specificallyin what it takes for a contemporary worker to be transferable from one job
to another.

.

4

Recognizing the Universality of
Occupationally Transferable Skills

.What is perhaprmost significant about the National Center's study of occupationally transf
able skills is the fact that the skills identified to date are widely applicable, not only in occupat
but in other sectors of life as well. That is, the skills found to be most useful kt work also tur
to be.extremely useful in leisure time, in family life, and in citizenship activities. This is tr
in part to the study's methodology, which accepted a virtually unlimited variety of nomin
the transferable skills lists; in part to the steadily growing proportion of bccupations that
communications and interpersonal skills as well;as manipulative skills; and in part to th
tihe focus on transferability yielded lists qf scitl that enable a person to succeed in ma
stancesincluding, itjurns out, circumstances other than those of the.work.place.

Thus, the lists contain what can most accurately be called transferable ski/10i would be mis-

-0Ieading to limit them by the term occupationally transferable skills. They araVually lists of skills
that have applicability in virtually even,/ aspect and in every stage of life. For this reason, anyone
concerned with Minimum competency testing can benefit from a careful study of this paper and
from a thougtvful consideration of the National Center's lists of transferablefiskills as a key source
of competencies to be tested.

a
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.WilY THE CURRENT IN:r ErturerN THEM?.
..

Minimum Competencies
' 4

14

Minimum-tothpetency testing is one of the moit ripidly moving phenomena ñ education
todaV. The topic is a matter of Wide debate and eXperimentetion. Probably no other conoept hut
received.as much legislative attention or caused as Much state board of education adtMty in recent,
years..

.

. - A majority of the states have already molifed-:some thrd4h legislation and sorne through state
board rulingto adopt some minimurri body/of knowledge arid skill as a requirement for high school

. graduation. Thousands of local school distØcts are setting their own, requirements for high school a ,
, gtaduation or for grade-to-gradepromotio,ii, most tinder state mandril; but some on their own ini-

. tiative. Both states and localities have a inted broadly repreientative advisofy commissions to s

debate the issues and Offer . .
,

The major testing companieranfdeve loping and producing new competency tests or arranging
to compute and report ntjnimum corhpeiency scores on their existing tests. The Major textbook

. publishers are examining their pfinted materialeto see whether theycontain lessons on the compe-
tencies that appear in the tests. Ome local school dis. '..trare looking through their cariculurn
guides, and course outlines to make sure they are teaching what the tests contain. A number of
attorneys are speculating about/whe the courts will require as evidence of test validity, advance
notice, 'and due process beforkii they will allow a school boaid to delay prámotion:or withrfold
diplomas.

V

Why? A growing public restlessness,about whether students are learningespecially whether
theyAme learning the "basics," variously defidedis driving the trinimum competency movement
forward. Part of the public's evidence is anecdotal; part of it is statistical.

The anecdotes atiout ?ailure to learn continue to spread. Theta are the employers' tales of high
school graduates who don't know..how to talk during interviews, can't fill out job application!, don't
know how to compute their paycheck deductions, There are the parents' stories of getting gloomy
news about their,children in high school after years of sunny reports in the elementary grades. There,'
are the customers' complaints about repairpersons Who don't repair and salespersons who don't care.
There are the colleges' groarlingsebout having to open .up4rerfiedial composition course: for freshmen
who can't write.

Achievement test scores are sliding downward. That was a matter of debate at first, but the
experts 'now agree that the slippage is real. The.College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test scores and
Achievement.Test scores have both nosed dowit. The National Auessmert periodic cycle-of testing
shows a decline in some basic skills, suZh as written composition. Many localeschool districts have
been posting.lower scores on their nationally standardized achievement tests supplied by compercial-
test makek

,

a
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The longtime:4ms show the pattern best.' Ersinc 1945, the statiof lbvatas administeted-
the ',owe Tests of Basic Skills to itlenientary itudents throughout the strife as a part otits statewide
testing program The scores went up steadily from`1945 to 1965, then'flattened and tilted down-
ward: BY the late 1970's, the notes had dropped to the level of the,Ile 1950's. s

. The declines are small, but.they have come at the wrong tiine. They havt come after 15 years
of steadily rising sc,hOol costs ind steadily declining enrollinentsa They have comeaftör 10 %/ears of
federal subsidies for the disadvantaged, subsidies directed primarily to those-basid skills measured
by the sliding test scoresp They have come after 20 years of educational innovations introduced to
improve learning. In short, theoublic restlessness arises from the juxtaposition of the rising curvbs
of school Costs and the falling curves of school learning.

Di:tinguished national commissions, panels of scholars, and individual experts have tried to ex- ,

plai e'deoline, "Pberhave placed thtblame on the society and.the schoolvsome finding more
f t With one, some with the ot,her. They have singled, out taievision, divorce, and working mothers.
T ey have pointed to the larger numbers of studentstfbing to college and taking college admission
tests as well as the larger numbers of colleges recruitirtg students in the late 1970's.whom they 'Would
have turned down es candidates irrthé early 1960's.. They.have writteaa about administrators yield-

--ing to pressures tO lower standaids and inflate grades. They have speculated about the strengthen- ,

ing of teacher's' unions and the weakening Of teachers' dedication. They have cited the decline in '
the number elf mandatory courserin basic skills and fhe broadening range of school responiibilities.
All of It has bed) provocative; none of it has been conclasive. ,

Partly for lack of a single expiartation and a ready cure, parents, citizens, and legislators have'
turned to minimum competency testing as a way to intiodLle standards from the outside, to stem
thetlecline in learning, and to guarantee that promotion and graduation are baierj solely on achiexe-
ment rather than time served*

a

The results of the first minimum competency tests confirmed the worst public fears. .Many
tests wereipasy (for example; eighth grade level) and passing *cores were low (say. 60% correct) but
failure rates,Were high (20%, 40%, even 60% for some groups-of students). If high school students,
including graduating,seniors, could not pass feats desig'ned for seventh dr eighth graders, something
must be wrdng.

s.

The intense public interest in minimUm competency testinf has, of course, triggered equally
in-tense professional interest. There is spirited debate aboutthe matter within profeslional associa-
tionstodaY. Some are nil tonsiderintj what to do; others have alreadY taken a stand. Their positions
range froni llat opposition to qualified suppOrt.' Here aresOrhe sample views:

NationefEducation Association:

State-maedated standards for education-should set ni moile than broad,
. .

general currjcUlar gUidelines and should not Ile based on student achieve-
l ment. Standardized tests that are used to test performance levels as a

- L. criterion for high schodl graquation shqUld..be eliminated.:
. .

a . - -.
American Association:of School Administrators:

.. . . . .

AMA recognizes the lirpitations cif currentha used intelligence and -
achievement types of, thndardized testing procedures. AASA there-

. foie urges iis members to point out the-strarigttli end weaknesses Of
-

44
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librdekilZed tins-to their ionstit6vieffeanaiNhat can pnveni thek
misuse, tvid to eliminate simplistic compartspns of 'schools on the
basis pttest results withiniind among school districts ant; ststes.

Nationikt Association of.Secondary School Orincipals:.

Measuring studint competency requires two different approaches:

1 . Use competency test* to mealure ftinctional literacy in'
reading, writihg, and speaking; ability to commits, in-

. cluding deciFnafs and percentages; U.S. history and
government.

A

Use units or credits to measure suctessful compietien
units or courses equal to a regular course load extending
to the first semester of the senior year, and to measure . .

sufficient attendance in programs td gain fully the edu-
. a

catiOnal a6d sotial benefits of group situations. ,.
i
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There are four majd7 reasons for the 'current interest ln ldelnifying and teaChing transferable
skills. The first is the fact that American adults are changing jcbs more rapidly, than ever before.
And rhany of those who are not changing jobs plan to do io. The College Board has jusfpublished
Forty Million Americans in Career4Transition (1978), a study done in conjuriction with Policy Studles
in Education. The repqrt says that 36% of !the population betvieen the ages of 16 and-Q5ffrore than
forty million Amer'icansare either in "actual" career transition (e.g.; unemployed and Cooking for
work) or in "anticipatory" career transition '(e.g., dissatisfied with &current job and_conslderinre_
new one). The report makes it clear that those in transftion arinot nginal memliers of the labor\

"
force and may not be currently transferable:

. .0 le
V -47

The majority of in-transition-adults are employed full-time et semi-
skilled jobs.. . . . Those who are currently,uneMploye.! :2re primarily
homemakers who.withdrew from the work f9rce because of child
are or homemaker responsibilities.

Most adults in transition wish either to change fields or to change the
level or-status in their preient fields. Financial need is a primegiotivating
force, though the delires to seek more interesting work and to dvance
professionally ar&also:considerations.

,

Mosi adults anttipate some problems in making these changes.. . . Most
(60%) plan to seek addiiidnal. education in order to gain credentials for
entry into nevefields or to promote advencament in present fields.

.

lithose &Wits had alreadi7developed transferable skills or were'made aware of the transferabil-
ity qf skirthey have, perhaps they would be less in need of Nigher format education in order to
make sue essful wen- changes.

The report says that one can confidently med ia an increase in thq,"in-trensition cohort" of
adults because of:

Thecontinued lowering of sex and ra'te barriers tu the movemeni of .

qualified workers foto jobs. ,

The cqntinued,national coneern abOut other artificial barriers to r a

employment, including educational and credentialvequireplets not
related to job performance, and employer reluctance toshire persons

. whose physical or mental handiceps woulcknot affect their-productivity.
.

The skond reason for an increased interest initransferableAkills is that many graduates Of vo-
cational education probrams do.not find employment in the fields for which they 'are trained. Their
nymbers seerroo be increasing.

w
. ,

,Some have used this fact to attack vocational eduation. !cis an expensive enterprise.whose
prihcipal justificatiOn has twien that it preparg people foie the work enyironment and,equips them
4ith specific skills. If they do not use their tianing, Why bother'?

. /

4

a
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The attack -has-bilien.- met by the pounter-claint thE vocational education gives.a. gradUates
. -

soTething far btlyond skill trlining. That "something" is'transferable skills: Vocatio -nal educatiorl '..
/ r:k.is defended as a kind of-Is/general ,tlucation" that prepares-a'persoh'for miiriylobriot'one.,Tke

. Atimarytenelifof vocatibnlii education is said to be an iintjérstandiwof the woFk place; a williog- ,
.filir 6Mio work;and a fealiness tobe trained further; These are trarlsfefable Skill's, useful irialmost-'

... ani career or job. - I, .
11.. . .

,- Moreover, vocatibnal educatormend to defend the.right.04students to enroll for Ceuiles in
.... , ..

'.0 the occupational fields they prefer, even though those job; mafoot be availableoi, at teasi,:not
,.... -evailable locallY. They use several arguments to justify this practice: Students rnigbt drop out of t

.. high school entirely if they cannot take coUrses they prefer; students may begin with courses in
one occupational field but later ihift.to another with better. job prospect's; graduAtes may move `to

4 ótfier localities ahd find jobs toefit their specialized training; every vocational curriculum teaches
Inany transierableskills enabling students to find jobs for which they are not specifically toined.

t 4...
1. -

.1f transferable' skills serve shield vocational education from the champ that its graduoias
capRot 9et the jobs for which they are trained, that shield will be in greater-aemand aslewer gdu-
ates areemployed in their fields of training or in related fields._

4

The third reasdn for new interest in transferable skills is that the career pducation movement,
which maY be thought of as trying to shape the gerier*al education curricala into pre-vocational cur
riculahas bee'n slowly but surely expanding its turf. As a pre-vocational activity, the rising sun of
career education has 13/nun to illuminate all of vocational edLication with its purposes. What are!
those purposes? According to the nation's prime spokesman for dreer education, USOE's Kenneth '
B. Hoyt:

Career edugatiOn'5 ain thrust is on providing stUdents with skills and
attitUdes necessary

NI
r changing with change in,the occupational society, -

including: (a) basic academic skills; (b) decision-making, job-steking,
job-getting, and job-holding skills; and (c) good wary habits and a per:

,

sonally .meanincful set of wprk values.
-

#
t , r

Career education seelsTto add an e irnphasrs on the mportance of
general career skills gained through the academic.disciplines. .....L.,
example, career education emphasizes the importance c4 comhuni-
cation skills, critic& thinking skirls4 logical reasoning skills, and
competitive skills as.ones tba; are useful in a wide array of occoations,

- .

Wfective implemenotion ofcare* education should,contribute
positivel9 to the glaal goals of (a) health', (b) command of

' fundamental proceseses, (c) worthy home membership, (d) civic
education, (e) worthy use ef deisure time, and (f) ethical character,
as well as tb the global goal of "vocatio'n" (as jt is-called in the
"seven cardinal principles"). f

These are tlie transferable;skilkaccording to 1-Iiiyt (1 978).
.

IP
1 i

"Pihefourth reason far the grovtirig interestlin transferable skills is the proliferationiof special-
._ ized vocational,.courset to keepvpace with increasingly specialized jobs. That proliferatiOn ii expen-

. sive. How effklent it would be if a set of trapsferable skills could be identifiedskit; central to
most jobsand taught in a limited number oficoursesl That would make it unnecevirry tciliviatch
every expansion ,in the array of jobs with an,expansion in the array of vocational courses.

a.
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Ho Willi costizot vocational education Would be particularly -desirable, si,orli witt; the
costs of general tication; at e time when enrollfnint id premium-cost Vocational, courses 1 growtng,
and at a tink when expbnsive-to-educate populations such as the physically or makuslly impaired
are'being guided intowocational courses in increaling numbers. Nothing would m e transferable

. skills mosre popular Olin a deinonstrated ability io reduce the costs of vocational education.
., ,
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Learning frOm the Two

'Perhaps the primary reason for persons interested.in transferable skills to examine minimum
compefency testing is that it has pulled ahead of the transferable skills movement: 'The present in
minimum comptency testing may be the future in transferable skills. I.

Four aspects cdminimum iompetency testing seem to have clear implications for trantferable
skills. Below are some viewpoints about each one.

Proliferating Purposes

Public agencies take on nev; functions from time to ticrie, either 'because of external demand
from clients ori.nternal ambition-of staff. The public usualry accepts the expansieinsunless the
agencies falter in their original purposes. Citiestaq sponsor concerts so long as ti li the streets.
Hospitals can perform research so long as they heakthe sick. The military pan provide traThng so
long as it wins battles. High schools can sponsorintimational exchange trips for students so long as
they teach American history. ..

..,w

Citizens take a strong interest in public services at times of crises. Otherwise, they don't.
Public agencies that fail to meet traditional expectations generate their own crises. Clearly, this is:
what has happened with minimum competency testing.

The minimum competency movement reflects a public concern that the schools are trying to
do more but getting less done. That is, they have broadened their objectives and expanded their
curricula 13144have lost sight of their fundamental obligation: to teach the basic skills.

. .

Aiming vocational, education at occupationally transferable skills may be acceptable so long as
n

students learn occupationatly specific skills as well: That is, the customary outcome of vo,cational
coursesin tOe publt mind; al leastis salable skills for identifiable jobs. Ttle public expects vlec-61tricians' courses to tch wiring, not writing; cos 5i4 noology courses to teach hairstyling, t corn- .

municating; business courses to'teach typing, t making friends..
If vocational courses faiI t() prociuce theiritexpected jesults, the citizens are likely to becwOrots-----.

concerned. When that happens, they are likely 'to tprn to local school administrators and local
boards of edOcation. If local officials dpn't reac:t, the citizens will not stop there. The'y will go to
the sfate capital. The chances are good that the state legislators will respond.- N 4

Legislative Flesponsianess

1

I
s T day's state leslislators are-understandably sensitive to pub(ic opiniorybout education.

haveecellent reasons: I

),
Education laws effect eyerybody: 4096 of the people areengaged in

.education a4the other 60%help pay for it. .

L
Money for educOion makes up a large porelon of the state budget.

Legislators are younger and tietter educated than in prior years.
And they are every bit as coMpetitiveand ambitioUs. Soc)ety

10
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egelligisstrivIdly; *idol
stay earl, spot issues.ea
fas* if they want cr

r

101

. --
tornt. PligIsIsters must

, take visible positioni, and push-their ideas
s. 1
.

,. ,

Legislators who want to moire.fr.pm the state capital to Washirigton eed
to win Statewide recognition. oat-bill dealing with a*despread garlic, -
concern can make a, legislator famous outside his,or Fly own district;.

#0.
This means that statewide public concerns are raNdly translated into 'fiction by the state legislator

.4nd/or by the stateboard of educition. The minihium competency teiting movement offers a
7`. spectacular exaMple.

If the transferable skills movement generates the kind of public concern about vocational edu-
cgion that declining test scores havibred about general edLcation,-legislative action wild almost
surely follow, shaping the future of the transferable skills Movement..

Setting a Minimum
a '1

The idea that something is important te iearn leads naturally to the idea that it. is 'important
to learn a minimum amount of it. Sa far, the idea of a minimum quantity of transferable skills has,
not arisen. When it does, experience with minimum competency testing may be useful: For exam-
ple, the leaders in minimum competency testing have identified three distinct ways to set1minknums:

I

Collect judginents by informed adulti. aring together a r'epresentative
cross-section of adults-Lteachers, administrators, parents, recent graduates,
employers, taxpayersand have thernctieliberate about how high the
standards sn-ouid be.

Tegithe #erformance of successful adults. Define minimum "successful"
adulthood as being off of welfare difid out of prison, give the test to a
crosi-section df adults, and then make the passing score for students
equal to the lowest score made by any successful adult in town.

Estaglish an acceptable failure rate. becide how many students you can
afford to remedineor not promote, or not graduate if remediation fails
'and set the minimum so that only that mahy may fail.

Testing the Minimum

494

The idea thatthare should be a minimum leads naturally to the idea that the minimum should
be measured. That idea has not arise!) Yet in the case of trinsferable skills. When it does, the expe-
rience of minimum competency testing offers the options outlined later in this book.

s ,
.4)16
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WHETHER COMPETENCIES OR SKILLS?

Minimum Competencies

.11

Do you believe that minimum standards should beset . tudent erformance in school? Or
do you believe that such standards should not be set? That is tilt: fi,$urion.

Alternatives

MinimUm standards for student performance could be beneficial They'cquld be used to decide
grade-to-grade promotion or to decide graduation. Or to select studl4ts for remediation". Or to
examine the curricula and teaching piactices for weaknesses. Or tosue different kinds of diplomas.
Or to assign.students to programs. Or to allocate state financial aidi Or to permit early graduation.
Or to restore public confidence in the schools and to inform emploi4ers. admissions officeri at other
schools, and the general public that a school graduate knows sometl4ng. Those are only SOME, of
the uses for minimum standards.

duch-standards might be harmful, though. .They could send schoolsbackwards to the days
when students dropped out if they could not meet the minimum standards. Or they could discredit
the schools for what Society is doing. Or narrow the curricula to what is testable. Or drive out creatiVe
teaching in,favor of routine drill and practice. Or force teachers to concentrate on the bottom of the
class at the expense of the top. Or cause teachers to oppose mainstreaming, the. handicapped because

of their effect on the test scores of other students. Or increase the amount of testing time and de- -

crease the amount of teaching time. Or label the disadvantaged as incompetent. Or isolate thierci in
remedial classes.

Individual teachers already set standards in their own classrooms, as we know. Those standards
differ from teacher to teacher, grade to grade, and subject to subject, of coufse. And since teachers
often aonsider ability and effortas well as achievementthey may use different standards from
student to student..

The question is whether some general standards reaching across all teachers and all grades and
all subjects and all students should be set. These'would be comprehensive standards for cumulative
learning, standards to be applied even-handedly to all students, whateve l. their pattern of courses..
The standards would be expressed t some sort of examinationperhaps a paper-and-pencil test,
perhaps a perjormance examinatioE, perhaps a combination of the twO.

It can be argued that only thtindividual teacher knows the subject and the materials,lhe stu-
dents andtheir families, the hedifle of the day, the atmosphev of the school, and the expOctabons
of the conimunitV well enough to set standards for a particur rou9f students-J-or, better stilk
for every individual student. No uniform standards set by outsi4ers "can match the standards set by
teachers when it comes to realism, fairness, and feasibility. Or só some would say.

It can be argued, on the other hand, that the outsiders who ay for the school, send theit
children to it, volunteer their time for it, ask the pulilic to vote for it, hire the graduates of it, and

12
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pay thercolieges to finish what the high school has commencedthose outsidessought to eat rah*
mum standards for it. Or so soMe would.say.

It doesn't have to be either/or, of course. You could set, general standards fbr the essential
knowledge, skills, and attitUdes.that studentslearn.over many years from many teechers of many
subjects. And you could let individuil teachers set standards for the Particular grades, subjects,
coursesand studentsthey are teoching in a given year. Or you' could let the teachers decide
promotion from grbde to grade and let the outsiders decide graduation from hi.gh school. Or you
could adopt a sliding scale of standards accoeding to student ability and background. ..,

Or you could not decide at all until you have time to study the possible gains and losses,
consider alternativeaberstand all points of view, and educate each other. You would need to
examine-the experi of those states and local school districts that have had competency testing
programs underway for several years. A broad survey of public and proffisional opinion on the
minimum competency issues in your community or state should also precede any decision. Fur-
thermore, you would need to determine whether competency tests are valid and reliable before
.deciding. Setting standards is one thing; meeting them is another. One party may set them, but it
will take all parties to meet them. You had better agree before anybody moves ahead.

. What will it be?.
a
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TamisterableSkills

Will you identify occupationally transferable skills or won't you?

Alternatives

There could be advantages. Such skills could be set up as the central taiget of the vocatiorkil
curricula. Each vocational course could be examined to see whether it aims some of its guns at the
large central target and some at the smaller special targets set up for that particular course. Then
all the vbcational courses could be examined collectively to ses whether they have, the combined
power to teach all the transferable skills.

Moreovir, all the nonlvocational courses could be examined collectively to see whether they
aim some of their guns at the same transferable skills. If so, the common purposes of vocational
education end non-vocational education would become explicit. Then it would be possible: (a) to
eliminate the commonality by having some cashes drop. transferable skills, or (b) to kicrease the
comrhonality by having some courses add transferable skiljs. Analyzing both the vocatio0al and
non-vocational courses in this way would make it possible tb offer students choices of courses-vo-
cational as well as non-vocational-for learning transferable skills. Vocational education has claimed
that some studentaare better able to learn skills and knowledge in a vocational program.

Furthermore, cou
Then, just as with the curricula,
avoid needlescredundancy, or add

s couldbe inspected to see whether they teach transferable skills.
u might either drop transfer-Ole skills from some materials to

erable skills to an materials to increase drirable repetition.

Daily activities in courses could be inipected to see whether they offer opportunities to prac-
tice transferable skills. The purpose would be to find whether thpransferable skills designed into
the curritula and placed into the materrials ever get into the classrooms. If not, the reasons could s

be sought. They might lie in teacher indifference or teacher incompetence4n supervisory mis-
understanding or supervisory neglect, or in defectiVINeurriCula and poor materials.

Course examinations could be inspected to see whether they, quession students aboutstrans-
ferable skills, and could be revised if they do not. Specifying transferable skills as objeCtives starts
the' circle; placing them into instructional materials and classroom practices continbes the ciicle;
placing them in the tests completes the circle. .

teacher training courses-both preservice and inservice-could be inspected to see whether
teachers alit taught how to teach transferable skills. Quite possibly, they are not.

. Perhaps most important of all, identifying transferable skiMs would justify having Itudents
graduate from voCational programs etien though they fail to find--and perhaps do not even seek-
jobs in their specialized fieldiof vocational training. Students who tend to learnbetter in a non-

. scademic environinent could be safely Placed in vocational courses and be expected to acquiLe
transferable skills useful outside the specific occuyiations at which the courses are aimed. if your
education.is what you remembetyter you forget what they taugh; you in school, the transferable-
skills could be whst-studenu remember after they forget what they wenetaught in specific voca- :V
tional courses.

But there could be disadvantages. Setting transferable skills as the central target of the voca-
tional curricula could Magnetize all courses around a single powerful purpose, weakeniqg the

t
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4 1 i g i c e o f a r c h t o t so p e r a t e p u r g e * repepte *ea of num**. Moraine. Vocational ovate-
dais, activities, and examinations could become one vague mass, scarcely distinauishable from one
course to another.

tr
. gri

Vocational courses have long offered specific salable skills as their main product and other.
y-outcomes as byproductsoutcomes like familiarity with the work placeeproductivity, pride invork

74 well done, caution around machinery, and getting along7 .

_

duidance counselors could become confused by vocational courses that offered byproducts
.., as-their main products. Students could lose their interest in taking such courses. Coaches would

have trouble trying to recruit students by promising to build character rather than teach football.
, Vocational teachers could lose what may set them apart most clearly -from all othetr teachers: the
ability to explain exactly what they are doing. Vocational leaders could forget that one-measurable
skill in the hands may be worth two unmeasureble attitudes in the heart. Vocational education
could lose its hallmark: the ability to set a narrow tariet and hit It.

And there could be ancithep4isadvantage.d7o the extent that occupationally transferable
skills turn out to oierlap the skilik taught byrnon-vocational courses, vocational courses could seem.
superfluous. After all, vocational courses cost More. Wpy teach the same things at greater cost?
A board of education could ask that question. And it could give its own answer: Let the chaper
courses teach them'-kthe non-vocational courses.

.0

\,
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What can tie learned from this twindeblite about whether tO estiblish minimum competencies
and whether to identify transferable skil(s?' We can lean; that the two movements are more differ-
ent than they are alike.

They havers number of similarities. Here are some of them:
,

Both deat with learning accumulated over many years, the threads of knowing,
feeling, and doing that run through a long series of-courses.

Both use a template of objectives larger than that for a single grade or coucse;
they offer yardsticks foikan entire curriculavirtualry for an entire education.

Both convergemon words and numbers and on Work skills as the core.'

Bo they have a larger number of dissimilarities. Here are some of them:

The first deals with the minimum; the second with the maximum, That is,
the first deals with the fewest skills needed to succeed in life; the second
witlitthe most skills needed to succeed. The first is concerned with Mini-
murill competency for coping with life; Oh second is concerned with maxi-
mum competency forenastering life.

The first might estiblish the minimum as the maximum by encouraging
students to settle for-jumping the low hurdles represented by the tests;
the second might establish the maximum as the minimum by encouraging
students to acquire every desirable skill needed by the perfect adult.

,
/The first is a reaction to too little focus in the curricula; it is an attempt to

drive educators back to the basicsat the expense of the peripheral, if
hecessary. .The second is a reaction to too much focus in individual courses;
it is an attempt to lead educators beyond the tight boundaries of the courses
they teach, to concern them with the, entire set of curricula.'

The first grov from'a conCern that the schools will try too much and
accomplish tarlittle; the second that they will try toofittle, not knowing
there is more they could attempt.

1The first deals with
from family, comnitan
schools cannot teach al
television.

the schbols can teach alone, largely Without help
, and television; the second deals with what the '
ne, that need the help of family,,cornmunity, and

,The first covld encourancompetencV-based instruction bifspecifying
objectives and 'offering tests to measure them; the second could discourage
competehcy-based instruction by broadening objectives beyond the
'technology of curricular engineering.

The tirst might narrow the curricula to what is testable by making the
tests the target-of all learning; the second might broaden the cdrricula

16
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to what is notlestable by ailing for outcomes that cannot be measured
In threlasert

_ The first/leans toward *he skills needed to succeed in. later schooling; tba
sfam0Dward the ski117ded to succeed in adult life.

The vain debate I. about whgther to specify more exactly what the schools should.accoMplish.
But because oils movement deals with the lust that students will be allowed to learn white the
other nibvement dealsmith the most they will be asked to horn, the arguments trd to run in
'opposite direqtions. The reasons for this become clearer in the following section, whilh we look at ,

what competencies and what skills are being contemplated by the sponsors of the iwo moVements,
and examine how they sty alike and how they are different.

Age"

6 a.
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. WHAT COMPEINCIES AND SKILLS?

Minimurn Competenciei .

4

-

%

_
"Sr. . ,,,. ..,

Do you believ that minimum standards should beset for the schoul subj s, for ttie life &mei,
for the basic skillsbr pirhaps for all of them? Or do you believe that standard should IN) set fon
basic skills applied in school subjects or wiled in life areas? s t

- .

A

.

V

S.

. 4
Aiternatives

Begin by distirouishing between s6tiool skills and life skills, between the'skillsoit takes4o.get by.'
in school and the skills iltakto to succeed in life, between thoseleeded tq succeed later in ehool

. and those needed to succeed later in life. .There is a difference. 'And therdare different tests for
them.

Here is a question from a school skills :est:

If John has 70 marblec and gives Jose 13 marbles and gtts 26 marbles from
Slim and gives 38 marbles to Alice, how many marbles &pet JohA have left?

And here i an item from a life skills test:

Balance this checkbook by adding these deposit slips and subtracting.thesi
cancelled checks.

%

I 6 ? II

Both tasks requirearithmvic, but the first onealthough it sounds easidrrequires the student to
abstract the ideas, decide tu add and subtract, and arrange the numbers before making the compu-
tation, while the second one does not. The first are classicekills of the schoolrobm, excellent preis.-,
dictors of success in higher levels of mathematics. In fact, it is more lipportent td set thiproblern'
up correctly than to get the right number of marblesif Witare talking about school skills. But if

.-
. .. .

.)
we are talking about life skills, getting the bank balance right is everything:

Here is another school skills question:.

If there are 77 tieth in 2. % inches of backsiw blade, how many teeth are 40

there in 3 1/3 inches?
.

Here I. another life skills'questibn:
4 *1

,i
. -

To saw eery herd retal,should you buy a hacksaw with few teeth or .
many teeth? a

,L. a
a

'

1(4

The first will indicate whether the student is ready for the next.comrse in schotInheisecoM will
indicate whether tire student is ready for the lhopping center. Both are important. Which

'40

A
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-021400111Wiltlhalid-Vertafi(ife Mut
the job-bound? Or mite-both foieverybody? How abaut school 'kills for promotion to the next
grade and life skWs for graduition froM school? Or maybe bot sit every point in school so thet
every shident must cliWa 'stepladder otirsernihg with its rungs held up on two Wei: school skills
on ohe side, lift skills on the Other side?

S.

a

.

4.1

v

11 Of course, there are tiasic skillssuch as reading, writing, and arithineticuled in both school
and life, which is why We call them "'basic."

There ars really five possibilitiei. 'All five are.important. But they differ. You,pould test corn-
Petency in each isee Figure 4):'

1. The school.subjectsart, bu
or organizers of the school currictila. T

' teachers, and;be compartments of the

a

1

I

. , ?. .
Thelife areas. -family, work, citizenship, etc.provide the reason tor oiling td school and,

Ike Vie organizers of adult life. Attention to them keeps school from 'beckming abitract and detached
from jife. Focusing on tfiem gives students-a reason to study.

science, etc.provide theicaritent to be taught and are
are the classifications of knowlidge, the specialties of
I day. .

, . ..1

.,

- - 3. DisVbasicskillsreading,. writing, arithmetic, etc.are requiredin every schcOl subject and
peeded in every life Kea. They, are fundarnental to clear thinking and essential for clear communi-
cation. Master.thein lfad you can learn everything else. ... .

. 1 /

ti-4. Thobasicakli APPLIED in each school subjectreading in Social studies, writing in indus-
trial arts, arithmetic scienceare the actual daily expeciences for the student. The basia tkills
are tools tor learning the school subjects. They shoul4 be taught and tested in the context bf school
subjects, not as something-separate. . A

,

A

.

5. The basic skills APPLIED in arch life areareading a contract, writing a business (eter,
checking departrhens store_pillare the actual daily eqperiencesof adulti. The basic skill re
tools for handlinti eveiyday fife tasks.: They sllould be taught and tested in the context of Øractic&l
everi.day applicatioos, not as something separate.

.
F IVE POSSIBLE COMpETENCLES

.: SCHOOL SUB.IECTS LIFE AREAS

TOTAL
BASIC ILLS

11:=E1111111111111111111111111111111
11=111111111111111111P1111111111

Art Business

o

0

English

1

Etc.
Citizen-

.

Work Family E .

-1111111
111,111111111111P0110

e .

112=111111111111111bd11111111111111111111MINI16111
IIITIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIEIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

TOTAL ,

Figure 4. liv. possible compitsncy arei;e.
S. .
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,
Thtiobviotis choice is No."3, basic skills. aut wait a mintite. Look at te others.

Unless you choose-No. 1, teicherf of art, musiC, science;sbeial studies.
-foreign languages, driver education, and vocational subjects will have
no minimum standards.

-

Unlest-you choose No. 2, teacherscan.teach about school. and not
.

about life.

Urilets you choose No. 4, students may spell a list of words cOirectly
in English class Out mtsspell.them in their science laboratory notebooks.

Unless you choose No. 5, students may learn to add and subtract but
. be unable to balance their.checkbooks.

)

Bat you can't select them all beteuse schools do not hate time and mfrey for that much test-
tng. So choose very thoughtfully. Remember: What you put into the tests, the administrators will
ask the teachers to put into the curricula, tht board will hold the admiriistrators responsible for, and
the public Will regard as what the board values mott. You will have to live with the consequences.

20
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Trrrflhi
What are those skills that aye transferable not only from occupation to occupation but also

torn one life area to another? Some are co§nitive;..aome are affective; pme are psychomotor. Are
you concerned about those skills that involve thinking, those that invoN feeling, or those that in:
volve doing? That is, do you feel that the most sigaificint of all transferable skills are those that
involve the intellect, the emotions, or body movenient? You need to decide whether it, is most im:
portant to educate the head, the heart, the handor some combination.

Aliernatives

The National Centee's study has developed 'Or located a number of lists of transferable skills. s

Two of the best lists are those by Kawula and Smith (1975) and by Wiant.(1977). Both lists appear
in full in the Appendix.

Kawula and Smith, looking for the skills needed to do tasks In many occupations, researched -

the following four areas: (a) mathematics, (b) communications, (c) interpersdhal relations, and
(d) reasoning.

Wiant identified occupationally transferable skills, wbich he was able to Rlace into three cate-
gories: (a) intellectual/aptitudinal, (b) interpersonal, and (c) attitudinal.

a

The four categories used by Kawula and Smith and the three used by Wiant can be compared
by using three other familiar categoriescognitive, affective, and psychomotoras organizers.
Table 1 shows this.

Table 1

Comparing Lists of Occupationally Transferable Skills

Domains of Learning

COGNITIVE

AFFECTIVE

PSYCHOMOTOR

Kawula and Smith (1975)

Communications
Mathematics

, Reasoning

Interpersonal

Wiant (19177)

Intellectual/
Aptitudina)

InterpeRional

NOt investigated Not used as a
in this study -category

The parallel between the Kawula)and Smith list and the Wiaht list is evident. Combining the two
lists and drawing eximples from both to show what the categories mean produced Table 7,

21



Table 2

r

Combined List of OccupationallY Transferable Skills
with Selected Examples

COGNITIVE

Communications

Reed and evaluate
. Write technical reports

Speak fluently
Listen attentively

Mathematics

Read graphs
Determine equivalents.

b Compute ratios
Solve word problems

Reasoning

Develop classifications
Make decisions
Outline plans
Set priorities

Do You Need All Three?

AFFECTIVE

Attitudes toward Work

Resionsibility
Diliggnbi
Determination/perseverance
Rellabifisy

,

Attitudes toward Others

Converses pleasantly
Reacts to others
Menem others
Gives praise

Attitudes toward Self

Self-confidence
Seff-discipline
Self11CtUal lution
AssertiVeness

IP-

PSYCHOMOTOR

Measuni distance
L Draw graphs

Operate calculator
Use senses

Pp

Look at Figure 5 and consider these skills and their usefUldess in school and life. You can
make persuasiye argumenti for each type of skill.

POSSIBLE TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

. . SCHOOL SUBJECTS.

. --:-

LIFE AREAS

TRANSFERABLE .
SKILLS

Aq
4-

Business English' Etc. tfir" ..
Work Family

.
'Etc,

Cognitive ..

.

Affective

.
. ,

.,

,

.

Psychomotor
.

/

-
. -. 6

I. .., .

,

Figure E Possible uses of transferable skills.

, Cognitive skill; are needed for every school subject and for every life area, without exception._
Communications, mathematics, and reasoning are skiljs everyone needs to succeed in school and it? .

life. No skills are more transferable, none more valuable.

ab.r.

et_a"
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Affective skills era- equally important for getting along in school and in life. you.need healthy
attitudes toward yourself, toward others, and toward work if you are to be stable;iinderstanding,
and' motivated. Poiltive attitudes are needed to succeed in school as Well as in niost occupations,
especially thowthat deal with people, end to be a family member and a good-citizen. ReMlimber:
-More people lose their.jobs because of poor interpersonal relations than because they lack the cog-
nitive and psychomotor skills needed tb do the work.

Psychomotor skills are needed for many school subjects and in many life areas. These skills
range from seniory perception to simple actioin to complex movements requiring considerable skill.
Such skills are Critical to school Success in art, science, and °physical education and are essential to
success in many occupatons from mechantcs to cabinetmakers to sculptors to surge"

Unless'you choose coghitive skills you may ignore the most useful of all transferable skills:
'communicating With others. But if ybu don't choose effective skills, you may produce studeots and
workers who aren't emotionally healthy and can't put their cognitive and psychomotor skills to the
best use. And yet, unless you choose psychomotor skills, you may overlook the nianipulative skills
that are basic to perfoi-ming many school assignments and daily activate% successMlly.

But choosing them all May overload your curricula as well as your testing perogrNsm. So choose

:Carefully.

6,
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!Amino from the*Two s I

What do most minimum competency tests teat? Mbst statls and lOcalities use them to test the
basic slcillsresding, writing, and arithmeticto govern promotion, and to govern graduation. The
testslometimes include school subjects, such as science, but mbre often include life gives, such as
citizenship and work.' But the basics dominate.

What would a list of occupatiorrally transferable skills add to that list? Repsonirig, for one
thing. Higher level cognitive skills,-like the ability to develop classifications or make decisions,
arely appear in minimurS competency tests. .

A list of occupitionally transferable skills would add some affective and psychbmotor skills, 4
as well. _Positive attitudes and good manual skills are essential:4pr transferability from ocdupation
to occupation as well as for successful citizenship and tOrnjly .And they are extremely useful
in school as well. .But current minimum competency tests pass-them by in favor of the easier-to-
measure-lower level cognitive skills.

In short, good lists of transferable skills can broaden,the current narfovtf lists of mininlum corn-
petencies by adding reasoning, good attitudes, and selected manual skills...,

I*
The best way to consider the alternatives in bOth movernerus is to select several criteria for

judging which minimum competencies and transferable-skills to choose. Take these criteria as
1

examPles:, usefulness, feasibility, and measurability.
. ,

Usefulness. One way to rate minimum competencies and transferable skills is to think about
their relative ulerfuirilss in multiple settings: They could be SChool settings or they could be life
settings. What kinds of cornpetencies and skills can be use'd sCheol subjectsperhaps in all
school subjects? What kinds can be used in many areas df life erhaps in all erns of lite?

Feasibility. 'It is more feasible to teach some competencie. and skills than,others. itilidaUs and
Airasian (1977) say this:

C

r

(While most educators would agree that basic cognitive skills and processes
do fall witkirethe domain of teachable behaviors, there appears to be less
cktainty that such "higher level skills" as analysis, syrithesii, and evaluation:
are capable of being successfully 4aught to all pupils. .. . It is not at all clear
how pupils acquire these behaviors or what types of instructional materials
are most appropriate. . . . Teaching them, given,the.pr2sentstate of icnowl-
edge, is as much an art as it is a science. (p. 81)

Madaus and Airnian say this about teaching affeCtive skills:.

Teaching the affective aspects of social responsibility, good citizenship,
- self-concept, and job preparedness to all pupils.in a school calls for

kewledge,and techniques simply unavailable given the current tech-
nology of instfuctional ahd curricular research. . . (pp. 81-82)

4.

4

In short, /he fact 'thatlbattitudes and reasonigg.are important in many school and life settings
does not meariihat they can be taught. Thus, you should add feasibility to usefulness in choosing
which competencies and skills to teach.,

l
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Or

Afeasuribiliti. Mediu, and while interest in reeding, for
a s gnificint attitude, we might not be b10 measure it:

ght be

4For example, a- cOmmon compfehcy that might be considered crucial'
for' mastery in the ereeof bed-onfirig a "lifelong learner" is that a pupil
develop an interest in roadiog: Yebtelative to Our sophistication in
evaluating cognitive,outcomes of learnihg, our skill at evaluating this
type of competency is sMall. (p. 87)

In short, eten if a competency or skill is valuable and eveil if it can b ughtboth of which
are true, for wimple, of interest in readingyou should think about its me rability -before selecting
it to teach.

Thinking Systematically

You could set up a tatrie like those stiown earlier and use it to Make your thinking systematic.
Do this:

List the school subject's, in th fitst set of columns. Pnclude both "academic"
,

and "nonacademic" subjects. Agricelture, art, business, distributive education,
driver edudition, Eriglishjoreign langutiges, home economies, industrial arts,

..,

the whole
mathematics, rrhssic, science, sdcial studies, trade and industrial education

At. -.,

, .

List the life areas in- the Second et,of-columns. fnclude citizenship, aesthetics,
rf.ethics, family, ealth, Rod wo . piese are the life areas that have l:;een singled

fq!out by philoso hers and culTiculum developers thousarids of yeers.ai most'
significant, an thus as the ones to keep in mind Wnen designing sehool pro--
grams. You can, of course, acid ottlers to yourlist; .

List minimum competencies and transferable skills on the rows. Several lists
of examples of transferable skills are located in ;he Appendix.. These will
help you to make your selections. Include the cognitive, affective, and
psychornator areas. Include comMunications, mathematics, and reasoning

.skills; include attitudes toward work, toward dthers, and toward self; include
sensory perception, simple actions, and complex movements.- ...

:
4 Illtw, place checkrnirks in the cell`teaha'ctes i where the minimum comp,e-la
tencies a9d transferable skills listed on the rows can be used in the school
subjects and/or in the 9fe areas. Next, ctt-cle the checkmarks showing.those
that are feasible to teack Finally, pUtAsecond circle arciund those check-
marks showing competencies-and skills that are measureble. Counting the
double-circted checkmarks in each rowwill indicate which minimum com-
petencies and trahiterable skills are most worth teaching, can be taught, and

. can be measiked:' Refer y/ the-section entitled How Measured for our
thoughts on a4erntive choicesiof measurement techniquei. You should,

note, of voursJ, whher they register as being important in the school
subjects, in e life areas, or both.

You can sophisticate the exercise by placing a weighting in each column to
show the relitive iMportance of eaoh school subject and/or each life,area.
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Multiplying yourcusuble-circled checkmarks by those weightings will
produce a more sophisticated measure of the importance of each minimum
competency and transferable skill.

The exeI9ise can be further sophisticated if you validate the importance of
the school subjects and life areas by obtaining ratings from representatives
in the communitt. SuCh ratings would be herpful in determining heir much

,. weight toplace each.

. The National Center is currently engaged in validating the ienportance and utility of functional com-
petencies in varlous life areas.

7
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HOW MANY?

Minimum Competencies

,

r-

Will you set one minimum for all students or will you consider ability, special telents, family
backgrouhd, or other factors we know affect the looming of stydents? Will you set one minimtml
for all schools or will you 'consider community characteristics, faculty composition, school spending,
or other factors we knOw affect the quality ofschools?

Alternatives

A single standard fqr students would establish a uniform level of acceptable performance for
all students, regardless of ability, talent, or background. It would stand as a workingdefinition of
minimum competency and would establish the body of knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed by
every person to succeed in ,school or in later life. It would represent a.universal expectation to be
met by all studentsor by all schoolsregardless of circumstance.

In contrast, a set of standards graduated according to ability or family background, for example,
would expect less of those who can do less and would expect more of those who can do more.
Similarly, a set of standards differentiated according to special talents or special interests, foLexam-

.
ple, would take into account different "achievement profiles" for individual students and would
allow them to demonstrate an acceptable "pattcrn of competency" rather than requiring all of them
to reach the identical point on the identical standard.

In choosing between a single standard and multiple standards, you peed to decide whether the
idea of "minimum competency" can be reconciled with the idea of graduattdstandards or differen-
tiated standards. If a minimum is a real minimum, perhaps no student should be allowed to fall
below it or required to rise above it because of ability. You also have to consider what measure
of ability cir family background you might use to set graduated expectations and what measure of
special talents or special interests you mightuse to set differentiated expedtations.

Think about student ability as one example. A single standard can be too hard for a dull stu-
dent yet be too easy for a bright student: impossible for the dull and thus net motivating; trivial
for the bright and thus not motivating; objectionable to parents andteaChers of the dull; laughtble
to parents and teachers of theghtancl ateptable to none of them.

* 1.-

Using a graduated standard on a'slidt locale acco to ilility will wlvis all those Aroblems.
And it will instently create others. A graduatitt less of some **dents. "Expect

,rv".,T,t- .4d*.` wad sdless, get less" is a formula most parents and teachers -.,- --At_ standard will grant a
diploma to a dull but energetic student wip gep4Q. ?..: 1 .900e exam sad will refuse a diploma
to a bright but lazy student who gets GO points on th iMMereover, current ibility tests may 4
not give fair and accurate measures and thus max not be a 4iie to gu* expected achiev&qent.
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4
Is thereltoomprofiliso with the-bost of both wort*? Yos, tout It of* has tho*orat of both'

worlds. You can use a low minimum for every student regardless of ability, and a graduated mini-
mum for students of, say, above-average ability. This does not expect the inipossilwle from anyone,
but it does expect'more from students who clearly can do more. The old problemssuch as how to ...

. measure abilityare still there, of course.

Or consider family backgroundwell-established as an influence on stUdent learning-. You may
feel that a single standard ignoring family background would be grossly unfair. Or you may feel
that graduated standards cgnsidering family background would bp grossly unfeir kecause they would
eXpect the children of the rich and the poor to leave school as far apart as when they came in.

The same thing is true about special talents or special interests in art, sports, music, history,
automobile repair, or writing. You may feel that a single standard ignoring them woUld be unfair
by expecting athletes to write or writers to play ball equally well. Or yoir may feel that differen-
tiated standards would be unfair by demanding more just becausee student has the potentialnot
because more is needed for later success in sctionl or life.

The identical principles apply to setting single standards versus graduated standards for schoos.
A single standard may demand nothing of a wealthy suburban school ind the impossible of a poor-
ghetto school. But a graduated standard may label poor schools as places without hope or give
them an excuse for not improving, neither of which is good for students, teachers, administrators,
or parents.

Perhaps you should set a sparate standard for each student, considering his/her ability, special
talents, and backgrounda standard negotiated among student, teacher, and parent. And perhaps
the same should be done for each schoola separate standard negotiated among board, administra-
tion, and faculty. Admittedly, the logistics would be formidable. But, the Process of negotiating
standards for achievement might improve mutual understanding, mutual purposes, andmost im-
portantlythe likelihood that the standard will be mit.

You may want to arrange several minimums into a graduated sequence to check student Progress
from grade to grade. Some places are doing that.

Finally, you may want to set a rough, general minimum immediately and then refine it into
specifics over the years ahead.
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Wilt you establish one set of transferable skills cutting scrossa// occupational clpsters, or will

,

you establish a distinct set for each sterste occupationaktku\ster, or wil you establish differentiited
standards for vpriousgroups of occupational clusters? '

\The-National Center has been engaged.thus far in iiItIfyPg skills common to all occupational
clusters, but it is en/ to imagine cluster-specific skills. There wokld be- some 'advantages to listing
,ther?i, That alternative, among Opers; it discussed below.

>termini
' Each of the choices belaw has certain)clear.advantagek You need *consider each choice
before deciding. `.. ,,

. \
. >.. ,

... A single set of itills for 411 occupational clustke There woirld kke clear\adv tages in Setting .

forth one single lisf of skills that ate transferable across the entire uniiterse o I no matter what
occupational cluster they are in. Here are some of thoje advantages: ,

..) . % \ 4, -,

Every vocational course and every vocational clesi would havea commdn
. central purposebinding them all together into a coherent y of studies2

leading to an invalliable final goal.
4

.

There would be one single tnplate for examining all,vocational coursei
,

to see if they were contribu ng to the common core. t .1\

t

Every student would have maximum exposure to the transferable skills,
, meeting and practicing them in every single vocational course. .

Students whii shifted their studies 'trim one -&cupational cluster to ,
..

'another would find themselves alleady equipped with some of the rel . ...

quired skills, and would be off to a running start.
.

'Adult workers would find it ekebdingly easy to transfer from a job in
one occupational cluster to a job in (mother.

A distinctsset of skills for each occupational cluster. There would be other adventages in set-

ting forth a distinctperhaps uniquelist of transferable skills foe each sipafate cluster-bf occUpa-
.

tions. Here are some of those advantages: 0

.
1.4-fe lists of skins could have a tight fit to each chister, taking into account

4- the current and Probable future structunie of jobs in each cluster and.the
skills needed for lateral transfer as well as vertical promotion in that cluster.-

The dluster of vocational courses preparing students for jobs in each
cluster could form a cohetent body of studies with a common central
purpose.

.1 '
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The4 would _boon tem** for lexeminbig vomiting comae within
each cluster to mantas tray wore contributini tope- ooMfottpot:

Students wOuki get maximum exposure to and pradtice in.using the
distinctive trarisferableskills needed for that cluster of occupations.

Adult workers would be espgally dell prepared !or transfer between
jobs within each cluster.

Differentiated standards for groups of occupational clusters. There wotild be still other advan-
tages to setting forth lists of transferable skills for major groupsof occupationel clusters. The ad-
vantages of doing this would be, of course, a compromise between thi competing advantages of
a single set fo:- all and a distinct set for each. Here are some of them:

There would be seieral lists of traniiterrthie skills; with no list containing
universal skills but every list containing widely usable skills.

Vocational courses preparing students for jobs in a group of occupational
clusters would have a clear common purpose.

e

Students wOuld get considerable exposure to ind repeated-practice in
at using the transferable skills needed for a large related grou0 of dccupations.

Students who shifted their studies between occupational Clusters within
A one group would not have to begin at the beginning in learning skills for

the new occupation.

Adult workers woUld be able to move easily among jobs across i wide
span of occupations.

I

Graduated skills accordihg to levels ofjobs. One other possibility would be to set forth differ-
ent lists of transferable skill; accdrding to level of job responsibility within oCcupational clusters.
The list of transferable skills by-Kawule and Smith (1975) in the Appendix offers an excellent
example of such a division. Kawula and Smith distinguish between transferable skills needed in
supervisory jobs and pose needed in non-supervisory jobs. It is posiible tb imagine.listi with more
thap two categories. 'For example, the lists of skills for a given occupational clpster might dis-
tinguish between those needed by.production workers, production supervisors, middle nianagers,

and executives.
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What can the minimum competency testing*movement teach the transferable skills mownerit
about how many minimums.to set, and vice versa? Does each,have features relevant to the other?

Learning from Minimum Competency Testing

Current 'studies of trarisferable Skills rate them' for their-usefulness *rather than for whether they
can be learned by every student. The studiertreat the skills es having implications for curriculum
and instruction rather than as guides for testing and evaluation..Sooner or later, the transferable
skills movement will need to deal with the appraiml of those skills. When It dog, the minimum
competency movement can offer some lessons about how many minimums.

In any consideration of minimum competency testing, the topic of student ability immediately
surfaces. Should the standard be the same for every student or should it vary? Should the variation
be based on intellectual ability, student interests, special Wants, family background, native language,
economic status, disability, or what? Should the variation be for an entire groupthe disadvantaged,
the handicapped, the bilingualor tailored to each individual student?

The same debate will arise if you decide to set standards for transferable skills. Yotrea anti-
cipate the following effects of choosing the'various alternatives:

A single standard kir all students.

Any single standard will have to be set quite low since it will have to be
reachable by all students. It will offer no guides to cu'rriculum design,.
instructional materials, and teaching practices, except for minimum
levels of learnint. It will be reletively inexpensive to test, requiring
equivalent multiple "forms" of a single examination. costs of
remediation will be low inasmuch as most students will meet e low
standaraWithout remediation.

A single standard guarantees that all high school diplomaeor certificates
df completion for specific vocational curricula will have a single minimum
meaning. Employers and others will find the diploma or certificate easy
to interpr.et-rat least at the minimum.

AlistinCt startdard for each student.
'

Each standard would_ be a close fit for each individual student, specifying .

how.well the particular student should be expected to learn the transferable
skills.,

1,) Each standard would be fair, inasmuch as it would consideethe abilities
and disabilities of each student. The standard could be adjusted for
intelligence, past achievement, sex,natil.language, or other factors *you
think merit special ittention.

32
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Differentiated standatidsfor groups of students.

?k possible ct7TTirorrilse-batween-a-iimple selt J7 for strand a dtstiratt standard for each .

wguld be stanflards differentiated for groupsOl studerits having common characteristics.
This would avoid the limitations of a single standard (such as being tootow foc many stu-
dents) arlpi the limitaitons of a distinct standard for each student (such as administrative
complexity). .

Learning fro'm Transferable Skills

Current practice in minimum competency testing usually assumes a singlirdestinafion ip life or
a single life pattern for all. Think of it SS a minimum lifewhichithetschool ought to guarantee for
all. Thi: guaranteed minimum life requires guaranteed minimum skills to be supplied by the school.
There are no minimum comPetency tests for Life4tyle:APkersus Life Styte Q. Sooner or later, the
coirpetency movement will need to deal with alterriative life patterns. When it does, the transferable
skills movement will have Drrie lessons to teach. ;

Any consideration,of occupationally transferable skills'immediately surfaces the topic of occut
pational destinationor, at the leest,gareer route. 'Should the student be prepyed for several jobs,
many jobs, ot all jobs?.

-
To put it'another wax since transferable does not mean universal, what are the limiti of thins-

ferability? That is, to be called transferable, should a skill be useful in every job, many jobs, or
several jobs? .

If yety decide to set more than one minimum competency in school skills or life skills, the
transferable skills movement can offer.these lessons about how many Minimums:

A single set of skills for all occupational dusted.

Teachersof eyery course in the school curricula could adopt the common Skills
as their objectivestherein demonstrating the centrality Of what they are teach-
ing, justifying its place in the school curricula, and strengthening their claim to
a fair share of the tax dol-lar.

Every student, irrespective of his or her choice of cburses, would have many
chances to learn and praotice the common set of skills.

A distinct set of skills for each opcupational cluster..
A rather extensive list of skills could be chosen for their high transferisbil ity
within a limited area of life.'

Courses designed to prepare students for that life area could share the entire
list of skills as a large common core of learning objectives.

Differentlatred standards for groups of occupational clusters.

A.compromise between one set of skills for all occupistional clusters and
a distinct set of skills for each cluster would be differentiated standards foy
relqted groups of occupational clusteri. This would avoid some of the problems
of e single set (such as the very limited number of truly universal skills) arvi
some of the problems of a distinct set (such as too little commonality of
purpose across different cour&es).
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HOW VEASUMIN

Minknum Competencies

I

How will you measure the competencies? There are several Oifferent kids qf tests you can use,
but they may give you different results that can be put to different Uses. Wilt yoil sclexonetisting

Ihnique or several?

11.

Altetnittives

. The Possibilities range from testing with paper and pencil to testing through actual ekperience.
There are some points in between: -

4

3 - 1 2 3 ..
,

, s

Piper School Simulated Actual

and Products and . Performance Performance

Pencil Performances Situation,: situetions
-

So you have four choices. You could test through:

1. Paper-end-pehcil teats in the classroomwhat We Usually think of as "tests." Most of
these measure a narrow band of knowledge or skill and are fai removed from performance
required in real Iffe. Thus, the results may not foreshadow,later succeis in school and life,
where..success depends on attitudes, values, personal yvarmTh, leadership, creativity, phys-

ical stfength, and other things a Orson cannot show With a piece of paper and a pencil...

But these tests are quick, easy, cheap, and available.

2. School products ané performances.. Thesike essaysspaintings, experiMents, clarinet .

soloi, brake jobi, speeches, touchdownsthings students mike or do while studying in
schdo(. This is better than using paper-and-pencil tests becayse concrete accomplishments-

&.are used to test knowledge and skills rather than indicators of accoMpirshments in the
form of test items. But it takes more time and Money to sthre'theitesults. This is not as
good as simulated performance testing, bedaust the student usuallY hal had help and be-

cause the test pressores are missing. Still, it,is simpler $han arrangiN special simulations.
4

3. *Simulated perforinence situations set up in the schoolhouse to riesernble those In later
schoo) oron the job. This is gOod testing. The student deinonstrates minimum compe
tency in artificial situatiohi like the real ones to come. Compared to testing in Kluft .

perfoymance situationi, this Is cheaper, takes less time,,and gives quicker resultito help
school and student cOrrect failures. But it isn't perfect: (a) The situations are not real -

and the results may not match actual performance later, 4b) there are few good tests avail-

able, and (c) it takes more time and money than using paper and pencil.

34
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ACtial perfonnance situations in later school or on the job. This is ideal "testing." The
student donenstraesmktirmint =twangy by entering and- gesduatinginAn the next
level of schooling or getting a job and keeping it. Judging actual.performance in such
situations measures the lasting, important effects of schooling, and takes no time away

'from teaching. The trouble is that such "testing" is expensive, it takes Years, ahd the
results come back too late to help either the school or the student.

To summarize, as you move away from actual performance situations in life and move toward
paper-and.pencil performance,,testing becomes easier and cheaper, but the test results become less
likely to predict later success. Thus a student cah fail on a minimum competency paper-and-pencil
*st, but pass in the actual performance situations of real life. Remember this later when we talk
about using results to withhold diplomas.

Now, you might want to dq this: Use simulated performance situations to test life skills and
use paper and pencil to test school skills. Here's why. Takihg a paper-and-pencil test is, in fact, an
actual performancesituation in school. Indeed, you could call it the most important school skill of
all. In that sense, paper-and-pencil teFts are not artificially removed from school, but only from life.
Since a student who does well on a paper-and-pencil test today should also do well in school tomor-
row, you may choose to test school skills accordingly.

There is another decision you have to make: Will you develop your own tests br use what is
available? As you move toward actual performance situations and as you decide to test life skills,
you will find fewer and fewer tests to choose from, hnd vice versa. For instance, you will find many
paper-and-pencil testsjef solving science problems, an important school skill, but you will find few
simulated performitke tests of ethical behavior, an important fife skill.

-
Remember: Different kinds of tests may give you quitadifferent results. So decide carefully.
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Transferable Skills

How will you measure-transferable skins? There are several different kinds of tests you can
use. Some are probably better for measuring,certain skills, others for Measuring other skills. What
will you choose?

4- 4

Alternatives

The argumentrfor using p#per-ariFi-pencil tests, judging school products and performances,
arranging simulated performanee situations, arid examining the results of actual performance situa-
tions were explained in the previous section. The advantagei and disadvantaget of eacti differ some-

.,
what actording to whether you iqe testinifthinking, feeling, or doing.

Cognitive Skills
,

While you can use any method of testing,for measuring any of ihe transferable cdtinithre skills,
some methods have more to say for themselves than others.

Communications. Schools ordinarily use paper-and-pencil tests to Measure reading (vocabulary,
comprehension, speed) and writing .(grammar, spelling, punctuation). Ode good reason is that excel-
lent paper-and-pencil tests are available and schools don't need to develop new opaston their own.
But you may prefer to have teachers judge the reading and writing students do while carrying out
regular schookassignments. That kind of "testing" by having teachers observe anci judge lets students
read and write in natural conditions and can be a more valid predictor ot how they will communicate
in.later life.

Schools ordinarily use student performances in school to evaluate listening and speaking. But,
on occasion, they set up simulated situations and ask students to listen or speak as if the situations
were real. However, student grades for performance in speaking and .listening are usually incorporated
into the total grades for the school subjects. Only English, speech, drama, and foreign language teach-
ers assign separate grades for speaking. Even they rarely assign separate grades for listening.

Mathematics. Concepts ancLcomputation are typically tested with papellnd pencil. The same
is true of applications, but you may want to test applications thraug0 school performances (in science
laboratories, for example) or through performances.0 simulated situations'resembling those requir-
ing rnatheinatics in later life (in family budgeting, for example).

Reasoning. Although there are tests of reasoning, few schools use th01 as a part of their stan-
dard testing programs. And, there are few questions requiring reasoning on the,typical.teacher-made
test. Reasoning can be tested particularly well through simulations, which cari offer some of the
complexity of real life, including the interpersonal relationships that often,cause problems in real Ilk

life.

Affective Skills

Student attitudes are always judged but seldom measured. They almost always influence the
grades students get in school, but they are rarely graded separately after students leave the elementary

r-
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1:grades,4Nevertheless, it n be done if you think it is important. Keep cultural variationa in mind
when making judgments t the value of,attitw:les.

,
Attitudes toward work. You can mike the best meisurement of attitudes tpward work by ob-

serving students performing actual work. You have.many chances to do tlpt since more than half
of all high school studfts have paid jobtat some.point dtiring high school. The adults who pay
them can be asked to udge *tow dvsponsible, how diligent, a d h.W.444iable they ere. As career
education expands, more and more high school students willet the stfrtie experiente7somet4mes
for pay, sometimes not. For those who do'not work, you m4y wr.t to kimulate Working condrtions
and judge the way students feel ebout Working as theyperfo m in thole sifuations.

Attitudes toward others. Both teachers and students dgeif not measurestudent attitudes
toward others. Teachers let those judgments imfluence the dçades they give; students let them in-
fluence whom they choose as their friends and whom they # ect as their leaders. You may want
those judgments recorded systematically. If so, you can choose, between teacher ratings and peer
ratings (using sociometric devices). Or, you may want to examine student participation in extra-
curricular activities, including election to leadership positions, instead.

Attitudes toward sel:. Schools virtually never make a separate measurement of student.atti-
tudes toward themselves, although such attitudes undoubtedly have a powerful effect on stuslent
,performance both in curricular and extracurricular activities. you may feel that the most valid .

measure is to judge actual performance in out-of-school situatibns, where the full range of personal
,and social forces is available to shape behavior, and where student attitudes toward themselves are
most likely to have their fulleffect on performance. An alternative, of course, is to use psychologi-
cal tests individually administered while students are still in school.

Psychomotor Skills

Measuring movement requires performance testing of some kind. The testing can be done in
the normal course of school activities, special simulations can be arranged, or performance in later
life can be judged.

Sensory perception. Although you can find formal tests of such skills as seeing and hearing,
most sc;lools rely on informal teacher judgment to decide whether students are using their senses
in performing tasks that require looking, listening, and touching. You can make those judgments
more systematic by asking teachers to use rating scales to judge sensory perception in contrived
performance situations that require students to uv their senses to succeed.

Simple actions, Every school subject requires students to perform some simple physical actions
arranging, measuring, drawing, stirring, and so on. As with sensory perception, schools ordinarily
depend on teacher judgment to evaluate these simple psychomotor skills. And as with sensory per-

', caption, you can get better, more reliable measurement by having teachers use rating scales to evalu-
. ate those simple actions in simulated performance situations.

Complex movemertts. Many school subjectsagriculture, carpentry, business, daince, driver
education home economics, music, and sciencereqvite students to make complex movements.
Sometimes teachers judge those movements during the normal course of school activities; sometimes
they set up special performance testing situations. Sometimes teachers use informal means of
selecting what to observe and informal criteria for judging it; occasionally, they use foimal lists of
movements to be judged and fOrmal lists of criteria fdr judging them. You can make those judg-
ments fairer, more reliable, and more valid by: (a) making both the topics and the criteria explicit;
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(W. setting up.special performance situations and standardizing iostructions, equipmentfand time;
and 40 using.two or throe judges Mbar than one. A distinct liternstive ja to weltuntWitudente
.meet actual performahce situations in later school or later life, and having others (collage professors,
employers) judge student skill in uting whatever complex movements are required.
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!viol' from thil Two

How do most minimum competency test* test? Thevuse paper-and-pencil tests in almost all
cases. 4There is an a:cask:mai exception, as when a state or ...icality asks out-of-school adults, such

as e loyers, to certify that itudeins have certain job skills. But if you are going to take a minimum
petency test, take a crincil along with you and you will heed little else.

JUst as good lists of occupationally transferable skills can enrich current lists of minimum com-
petencies, the best techniques for testing those transferable skills can broaden the current collection
of competenCy measuring devices. This is because the additional transferable skill's, such as reason-

ing, positive attitudes, and physical-Movement, cannot be measured adequately,with paper and pen-.
cil, and because performance tests have been invented to assess them.

Actual performance testing in real situations is commonplace in the skilled occupations (car-
pentry-, auto mechanics, secretarial work) and,:iti the.professions (medicine, engineering, law, teach-
ing). Such testing offers the decided advantage of realism (which tends to increase validity) and of
independent judgment (which eliminates teacher bias).

Simulated perforthance testing in contrived situations is commonplace in vocational,education.
That method of testing is especially good for evaluating transferable skills, such as reasonfhg, atti-
tudes, and psychomotor skillsall of which are needed for occupational sucCess. Compared to
actual performance testing*, simulated performance testing offers decided advantages: It is mdre
convenient, faster, and cheapernot dnly in test administration but also in test scoring and in get-.
ting the results.

Four Things to Remember

You need to keep four things in mind when deciding how to measure minimum competencies

and transferable skills,

1. They mayvIready be measured and the results recorded separately in the current school
grading ,and reporting system. In that case, you need consider only whether the meagure-

ment technique is satisfactory.

2. They may already be measured and the results incorpotated with other records in the
current school grading and reporting system. For example, student performance inr.
Itstenirwa valuable transferablle skillis usually incorporated into the total grade for each
school subject. In that case, you.need to cOnsider whether you want them measured,
recorded, and repotted separately es important transferable skills. If so, you will have to
make special arrangements.

1

They may nig be measured at present; You may lind that the school does not measure
certain important,minimum competencies and transferable skill's at all. In that case, you
need to consider how you.want them measured, recorded, and reported, and you need to
make special arrangementi for getting all of that done.

4. They may be unmeasurable.' It may Lie that certhin aspects of thought, emotion, and
movement are important minimum competencies and/or important transferable skills,
but they cannot be measured. TKe reason may be that testing techno,logy does not al,low

4
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it, ethical cofisideiations do not permit it, or time and cost rule it out. In that case, you
will tam to forego measurement until cqoditions chenfe:

,

Thinking Systematically

You can use a table Pike Figlire 6 to guide your thinking.
.n

_ALTERNATIVES FOR MEASUREMENT

. I , WAYS TO MEASURE

COMPETENCIES
AND SKILLS

. Paper-end-
Pencil Testi

' School Products
and Parformancos

Simulated
. Porforminces

. Actual
Parformances

COGNITIVE
-

q.
,

Communications ,

,-.

Reading
,

'
Writing

6-

Listening
- -

Speaking
.

... 0
0

Mathematics ..

Reasoning
. ----

,
AFFECTIVE .

Attitudes toward Work
,

Attitudes toward Others
-

Attitudes toWard Self
. .-

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
,

Sensory Perception

, ..
,

,

Simple Actibm .
,

.i

Complex Movements
.

Figure 6. Chart for guiding measurement choices in
minimum competencies and transferable skills.

You can'use these siiecr4eria to decide how to measure each of the competencies ind skills:
availability, convenience, reliability, validity, speed, and cost. °

Availability. If a paper-and-pencil test or an interview test oda work samille ranking procedure
or a peer rating scale br an unobtrusive measuring device is not available, you haveone good reason
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not to bother evaluating the competency or skill. Of mur e,. you cam make your own if You know
how and can afford it.

Convenience. Are the available tests convenient and simple to use, or can you design one that
is? Tests that require unusual spaces, equipment, and materials, or that demand elaborate advande
preparation, fail to meet this Criterion,,

Reliability. If the available tests do not measure the same way every time, the results can be
unfair and misleading. If you have.to develop your own, remember that reliability can usually be
increased b* making the tests longer, training the judges better, making'the scoring guide more
explicit, and controlling the testing conditions more carefully.

Validity. Does the test measure whet it is supposed to measure? Taking direct measuremeriis
of performance in realistic circumstances usually gives more valid results tharrtaking indirect mea-
surements of performance in unreslistic settings. If the onl* available tests of skill in musical per-
formance use paper-and pencil, for "example, don't bother to make the measurement.

Saed. Consider hoW long it takes to give the test, score it, and report the results. Other things
being equal, the cheaper the better.
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WHEN MEASURED?

\ t

Minimum Comtetencies ,

Competencies can be measured during school or at the end-of school or both, or somescan be
measured during school and others at the end of school. What will you do?

Alternatives

During school. Competency tests can be given at every gradaX-12 or at selected grade, such
as 3;6, 9, and 12. That is, they can berscheduled to parallel the content and sequente of the school
cutricula either year by Veer or at major terminal points such as the end of the primary wades, the
intermediate grades, the junior high grades, and the senior high grades. These tests can be matched
to the curriculathat is, to the specific subject contentof the grades selected for testing.

Test during school if you believe:

You want to measure competency to move up from grade to grade in school.
I.

Students and their parents deserve a distant early warning if there is trouble ahead. A legal
basis can be established for non-promotion or non-graduetion in later years, because perents
and students have been warned earlyand repeatedly, if necessarythat progress was not
satisfactory.

s

A series of competency tests cart be arranged in a graduated sequence of difficulty to moti-
vate students to do better year after year.

Students who cannot pass the tests can be scheduled tor early remediation or special pro-
grams before they fall further behind.

The results can be used to modify the school curricula year bytyear because weak spot; can
be precisely located and corrected.

Administrators need to make changes any &lit stddents do not progress: changes in cur-
ricula, course selection,,or faculty inservice trpining. Only formal competency tests will
alert administrators to unsatisfactory learning earlyenough to do something about it.

At the end of school. A competency test can be given jh the final year of high school. The
same test (or equivalent "forms" Of the test), can also be given a year or two earlierin gradei 10
and 11, for exampleto allow time for correcting deficiencies so that students can pass the test
in grade 12; This test can be a comprehensive final examination measuring the cumulative effect
,of all the years of schooling in order to determine whether the student is able to move on to fur-
ther schooling,.a joti, and/or home and family. reonsibilities.
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Twist the-ind 4010011f you-believe: -;

Students learn at differint rates. All studentsincluding slaw learnersdeserve enough
time to reech the minimum wid should not be labeled as Incompetent" by being tasted
premafilrely.

Tescherede tests and daily classroom contact will identify students who are not making
progress du\ring school. Formal competency testing is not needed.

The test results should report the.kindi of knowledge, skills, and attitudes with which em-
ployers are directly concernedthe entry-level skills.needed to begin a job well and go on to
learn other jobs later.

Students will be old enough by the end of scbool to be tested on lifiskills used by adults.

It will cost far less to place one final testing hurdle at the end of 6 student's school career
than to place intermediate hurdles throughout.

It will cost far less to remediate the few students who do not reach the minimum by the end
of school than to remediate the many who falter along the way but who will catch up on
their own, given (Tough time.

Now, you could measure:

School skills during school to decide promotion from grade to grade.

Life skills at the end of school to determine graduation.

Or you could measure both at the end if you feel that:

Even the college-bound should be competent fof life (many college students
ha

ye already

started working). l

Even the job-bound should be competent for further schooling (adults are returning to
school in ever-increasing number94
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-Tuknsferable skills can be Measured during sclOo4 or at the sod otachOol or both, 'or some con
be measured during school apd othert-at the end of sc}rools. Moreover, some can be measurelat the

. - end of a single course or at the end of a series pf courses:\ What will you do?

'sAlternativits -

..

The choice of when to measure transferable skills depends tIVistroice of when to teach trent
ferable skills. This in turn depends chiefly On whether transfers e Skills are taught in the general
Scadernic cdrricula or in the sisciattaed vocational curricula or bot It also depends on whether
transferable skilli are taught as an embpdded but identifiable part o separate course, ase in-
tended ,to be the mimulitive outcorge if a seriqs of courses, or are ta t as the target of one dr
more sAcialized courses designed-explidtly to teach transferable skills. In shbrt, it is ecurricular ; '
question with a testing answer. The tèstinq alternatives are shown in Fig e 7. -

,

DURING
SCHOOL

le During School.

POSSIBLE TIMES FOR TESTING TRANSFERABLES ILLS _

. _

General Acedeinic Curricula
..

- Vocatic;nal C4ricula
,

'M Courses / Specialized Ceases
s

All Courses . Specialized Couvies

End of
Each
Course '

End of
Series of
Courses

End of
Each
Course

End of
Series of
Courses

End of
Each. .
Course

End of
Series of
Courses

End of
Each
Course

End of
Series of

.Courses

, .. END OF-SCMPOL/

Figure 7. Tasting alternati.iv for transferable skills.

.4

There.are excellent reasons for testing transiemble skills aryhually or periodicilly:tperhaps every
three yearsthroughou?grades K-12. Some of them were I isted earlier as reasons for testing mini-

- mum competencies during school. Others appear below.

r

Testing in thesenerel acadeMic currigslum. The National Center has identified an extremely
bropd set of transferable skillscognitive, affective, and psychomotor. Many otthose skills are the
traditional subject matter of the general academic curriculq. Inasmuch as the cUrricuta begia in
kindergaften and continue throughout the final _year of high school, it can be argued that testing for
transferable skills should follow the same pattern.

4 .

Tesiing in all academic courses or in'specialized academkcounies. Given 'the scope of the
transferable skills, there is hardly a course in the general academic 'cuiricula that does not contribute
to teaching them. English courses teach reading; mathematics courses teach fractions; social studies
and science courses teach decision making; art and mtisic courses teach sensory perception; physical
education courses teach psyqhomotor skills; health courses teach attitudes toward self. Since all the
general academic courses teach transferable skills', it can be argued that they should be tested in all
academic courses.
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Buacurricula could be designed so thatAtudents were periodical y scheduled into specializad
-aaatiernic courssaisathin* them to-apply illustrate their transferability
and to give students practice in using them-in a variety of circumstances.

Testing in dui vocational curricyla. It could.fie argued tKet while the transferable skills identified
by the National Center are extrerrie4 broad, encompassingAubject matter from the general academic

r, curricula, they are not likely to Otaught and learned fortransferability in academic csiurses them-
selves. Instead, it can be argued that only vocational courses provide the real or realistic environments
in which students can actually learn to use those skills in various practical settings, thereby-experienc-
ing their actual transferability from one situation to another. The logical evolution of such an argu-
ment is that transferable skills ought to be taudht in the vocational curricula.

Testing in all vocational courses or it7 specialized vocational coprxes. If every vocational courses
is responsiblweither for teaching certain transferable skills or for arranging for students to practice
those skills wider a variety of conditions, it follows that the skills should be tested as a part of
vocational cOurses.

But if vocational Curriculum developers decide that transferability of skills is not automatic,
cannot be acquired by taking regular vocational courses, and must be taught in specialized courses
designed for-that purpose,itiollows the\ testing for such skills should be a part of such specialized
vocational comes.

resting after each course or after a serfesof courses. If each separate courseacademic or
vocationalis mspected to teach particular transferable skills, those s'pecific skills should be tested
at thee end of each course. Otherwrie you would not know whether each course was doing its share
of the work and you-would not be able to pinpoint and correct weaknesses within courses.,,

On the other hand, if a series of courses:-academic or vocationalis expected to have a cumu-
lative effect, then transferable skills should be tested at the end of the series rather than course by
course. Imagine,.for example, a series of studio art courses, ncrone of which alone is intended. to
.heighten sensory, rierception, but the series of which is expected to do exactly that. The logical
time to test, fo the transferable skills would be at the end of the series, using one comprehensive
test.

The questign is whether each course teaches unique traniferable skillsor whether a series of \
counes teaches aecommon set of transferal-Ale skills. If the first, test at the end of each course. If
the secohd, test at the end of theseries.

At the End of School

"The best place td test for transferable skies is at the end of high schoolif you believe that it
takes ntsrniny years to learn transferable skills, that both general academic education and
speci c vocatioal training are necessary to learn transferable skills, and that such skills are the
cumulative result of diverse educational'experiences and cannot be the engineered result of a single
,course or a series of courses. In that case, you would want to wait until the end of high school and
give a &imprehensive test of transferable skills.

there are other reasons to test at the en0 of tchool as well, including ail those listed in the
previous sectim on testily-minimum competencies.

1.9
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13othdurins School endiethe End of SchOol

You Id measure nerrow.gauge transferable skillssuch as the ability toItViFnpute ratios7-.,

during sthooZ1 but iait to measure broad-gauge transferabltskillssuch as setting priorities or
. managing oth r peopleuntil the end of school, in the belie that narrow skills can be taught in a

single course hile broad skills can only bitaught through the complete curricula. This would be

one way to accommodate terthpiact that the transferable skills identified by the Natiorill Center
cover the whole spectrum from quite narrow (e.g., read graph's, operate calculator) to quite broad ,

(e.g., outline plans, self-actualization).

11,
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The central question underlying the choice between testing during schoöj and 'testing at the
end of school it how you ere going to use the test results. If you want tome them for what evalu-
ators cell formailve purposesimproving the'curricula and instiuctional practices for teaching mini-
mum competencies and transferable skillsthen you Ahould test during school. If you waot to use
them fpr what evaluators call summetive evaluationjuclOing the final results of the curricula and
instructional practices in teaching minimum competencies and transferable skillsthen you should
test at the (Ind of school.

Improving through Formative Evaluation

Tkw purpose of formative evaluation is to influence tfie shape of the soft clay while it is still
being'formed" and can be changed readily. The techniques of formative evaluation include fre-
quent inspection of processes while they are still underway (monitoring, supervision), pilot testing
small components of a program to see whether they work, using a program on a small group of stu-
dents to see whether they learn, troubleshooting a defective program to find out exactly why it
not working, making trial modifications in a program to see whether yoo "get better results, and
making mid-stream changes to keep a program from failing.

All such approfthes require collecting information frequently, analyzing it promptlyrand
feeding it back immediately. That is, formative evaluation means sticking close to the program as
it unfolds, making continual observations, and reporting them to the program director without
delay so as to guide mid-course corrections. Thus, if the purpose of testing minimum competencies
and transferable skills ii to improve the program for teaching them, they must be tested during
school. f

Judging through Summative Evaluation.

The purpose oft summative evaluation is to summarize the final outcomes of the program, ex-
plaining whether the program 'workedand why. The clay has been fired in the kiln; the finish
article cannot be changed now; but it can be judged and explained. The techniques of summa e
evaluation include tiareful examination of the historical record of the program tounderstan4 what
took place, field testing the entire program in a variety of circumstances to find whether it w ks
under some conditions but not others, studying relationships among diverse kinds of information
to see whether one thing led to anbther, and recommending under what conditions the program
should be used in the future.

All such approaches require collecting a considerable amount of information, analyzing it
thoroughly, and making a careful report as to how well the program worked for whom, under what
conditions, and for what reasons. Summative evaluation requiras develtiping a perspective on the
program, understanding the several factors influencing its outcomes, and detecting relationships
among those factors so as to explain the outcomes. Thus, if the purpose of testing minimum corn-
potencies and transferable skills is to judge and explain the program, they must be tested at the end
of school so that all significant factors will have exerted their influence on the results.

.1
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Menturkg the Program maul Measurieg the.Resuits

In a researspenie, telt* of competerfcies and 'skills measure'the "dependent variables" while
information about the program meesures the'independent variables." , If minimdm competencies
or transferable skills are the dependent variablesthe effectswhit are the independentveriatIles
thicauses of those effects? Three of the fundamental causes are the curriculum, the instructional
materiels, and the teachini pracilbes. Those thrpe are of particula, interest because all three can be
infldential an'd all three°c.an be improved.

Explaining the Results and lImprovinglhe PrOgra
,

.,"-

Whether the evaluation is formative or su ive, you need to collittt information about the
curriculum, the instructional miterials, and the teaching practices. -Without it,' a summatjve evaluation
cannot explainathe results and a formatymevaluation cannot improye the program. Here are some
examples.of information needed to 'exn and improve )that is happening.

Curriculum. There are several ways
r curricular shortcomings can bp identified and improved if

test results show that students are not learning minimum competencies or transferable skills. Here
are some of them:

Use the minimum competency tests or the transferable skills tests as templates
for inspecting the curriculum to see whether it addresses those skills.

Check tile sequence in which the skill's are presented io see whether the sequepce
makes instructional logic, which is not becesisarily the seme,as intellectual logic.

Find out whether the skills are presnted in a variety of contexts to emphasize
their usefulness and demonstrate their transferability.

See whether there is sufficient repetition and whether there are enough opportunities
for practice so the students become proficient in the skills rather than merely familiar
with'them.

Materials. If students are not learning minimum competencies and transferable skills as they
should, the blame may belong to the instructLnal materials rather than to the curricular design.
Even though the curriculum itself is well constructed for teaching minimum ;ompetencies or-trans-%

ferabl Hs, the materials may have flaws such as these:

Reading level too difficult for students.

Insufficient number of examples drawn from verious settings.

Routine, unimaginative drill and practice exercises.

Unattractive appearance or inponvenient format.

Teaching practices. Even if the curriculum and materials are properly designed, the teaching

practices may nOt be good enfough to make the'in work. Clahroom practices can be inspected for
Such shortcomings as theta?:

1
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I
The teacher is active but the students are passive's.

Testhers are not follOwing the curriculum, not using the materiels.

There is no variation for individual differences among students.

Students are not told how they are coming along.

49
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WHAT TO DO WITH THE INCOMPETENT?

Minimum Competencies

When you find incompetent students, what`can you do? Must you either help them meet the
standards or stop them in their tracks? Are those your only choices?

Alternatives

Here are six distinct steps you can take once you locate incompetent students.

Verify the findings. You might give angther tett to be sure that the findings are correct, es-
pecially if you have any doubt about the quality of the compecency test itself, about the attitude
of the students when taking it, or about the conditions under which it was given. You might re-
test immediately or wait until the same time next year. Confirming the results can be useful since
those students identified as incompetent will be less likely to challenge and less able to overturn
findings based on two testings.

Give more chances. You might simply notify students that they did not perform well and that
they will be given another chance to pass'the test after time elapses. This would be a reasonable

step if you believed that those found incompetent would improve through maturation, personal
initiative, or help from family and friends. After all, the first test might alert parents so that they
could arrange for help outside of schoolor simply have the student try harder the second time.

Lower the standards. You might drop the minimum acceptable passing wore tow enough so

that those students first declared incompetent were declared competent. this would maife sense if

you felt that you made the passing score unrealistically high the first time around. It would also

make sense if you could not haqdle the number of incompetents identified by the first passing score.

Redesign programs/remediate students. You might modify the'school program to make it more
effective in reaching all studentsespecially those at the bottom of the achievement scale. Or you
might provide remedial help to individual students. Those steps would make sense if you believed

that the problem lay in the schoolprogram rather than in the competency tests themselves. If the

purpose of competency testing is to locate and help the incompetent, that can only beaccomplished

by improving school programs and remediating deficient students.

Stop schqol operations/stop student advancement. You might suspend the operations of the
schoolor actually close itas a means of eliminating incompetent student performance in the future.
'Similarly, you might refuse promotion or graduation to students rather than Move incompetents
through the system or out of it into the adult world. Those steps would make sense,if you felt that
the school program could not be corrected or there were too little time left to remediate students'
deficiencies before they moved on to the next grade or left thesystem entirety.
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Refuse accreditation/refuse diploma. You might allow an iiicanpe rit school to continue
'operating but refuse its accredit it. 'Similarly, you might allow a student' graduate but refuse to
grant a diplomaNssuing.avertificate of attendance instead. Those wouldbe reasonable ships if you
felt that it would be impossible or not worthwhile to correct the deficiencies or to prevent the school
or person from continuing. Granting accreditation or diplomas-to the incompetent might serve notide
to those farther upstream that the purpose of the testing is not serio4 that the standards are not
real, and that they need not be met. Indeed, the desire for accreditation dile part of schobls and '

the desire for dipternas on the part of students might be sufficiently motivating to cause better per-
formance if they are withheld.

, .

Retention, remediation,;dr labeling. Whether you are requiring each student to be competent
or each school to make a majority of its students competent, you cagi check the findings, give them
another chance to succeed, lc wer the standards, remediate the program or the students, insist they
meet standards before continuing, Or let them go on but adver,tise their shortcomings to outsiders.

If you focus on students, each incompetent one must be held back, or rem- &listed, or labeled
and sent on. if you focus on schools, current stuflents can be moved on through uninterrupted
most places are doing exactly that, by the way: passing the current crop through without applying
their new minimum standardsbut, to help future students, the school must be closed, or improved,
or left open but have a skull and crossbones painted on the door.

Making the choice. Deciding whether to retain, remediate, or label means reviewing your pur-
poses for giving minimum competency tests in the first place.

Are you trying to stop automatic promotion and automatic graduation? If so, holding back
unsuccessful students is a vivid way of reminding them, their parents, and their teachers that you
have adopted achievement promotion and achievement graduation. s'

Are you trying to re educate students who missed the essentials the first time through? If so,
remedial teachers, classes, and materials will be your choice. Retention itself will not re-educate.

Are you.trying to notify schools and employersand students themsel.esabout what students
have actually learned? If so, truth-in-academic-packaging is what you want. You need clear labels to
tell the outside warld what the student knows.

Better think about that.
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Transferable Skills

I f You set standards for students to learn toansferable skills Nit tRey fall tp meet those standards,
what should you do? Should you try,again to teach them, guide the studentslow careei pathways
that don't require them, warn employer,s that students don't .have transferable skins, or what?

'Alternatives

Here are seven possible steps you can take if you find the students have not developed the
, transferable skids they need when you make a midpoirit checket, say, the end of grade 10.

.-

Remediate students. You might decide to try-again. Perhapsihe students can still learn trans-
ferable Adis in their remaining years of school, especially if you shift to,different techniques. Per-
haps the problem is motivationet: Studentt don't realize the importance of learning the transferable
skills. You can try again to underline their significance. Perhaps the problem is instructional: Stu-
dents can't learn the skills in largegroups. You can try small group instruction, individual tutoring,
perhaps peer tutoring. You can run extra classes after school, on weekends, dr during the summers
so that students g'ht extra instruction while trying to keep up with their regular classes as well.

<

Redesign past progr,am. You might decide to look backward and try to figure out why the
program failed to teach transferable skills. Perhaps the problem is the curriculum: Transferable
skills are not built irrto the design for each course. Ypu can gO'to work redesigning the curricu-
lum. Perhaps the problem is the instruttional Materials: Transferable skills are not incorporated
into them in' a clear and attractive way. You'can select or produce new materials to replace them.
Perhaps the problem is teachers' skills: leachers don't know how to teach trarisferable skills.
You can create inservice courses to show them how. Perhaps the problem is supervisory: No one
encourages teachers to teach transferable skills in their classes; shows them how, and insists that
they do it. You could tighten up the supervisory system.

Intensify future teaching of transferable skills. You might decide to look forward rather than
looking backward. That is, you mjght reject remediation and reject revising the past program in
favOr of good teaching in the future. Looking at what lies ahead, you might examine the curricula,.
the materNls, the inservice training, and the supervisory system to see whether transferable skills will
be taught "sufficiently to make remediation unnecessary. With a good regular program, students can
simply learn in the futurB what they Nye failed to learn in the past.

Intensify future teaching of specializedskills. You might take another approach entirely in
dealing with students who have not yet learned the transferable skills. That would be to give up
on teaching them to those students. Figure that transferable skills are highly desirable but not
essential for employment. Figure that a person who is highly skillful, albeit with a narrovy set of
skills, can nonetheless get a job and keep it. After all, it will cost an employer less for the initial
training of such a person than for someone else who has transferable skills but lacks training for
specific jobs. Figure that such a person will demonstrate his or her value on the job not by being
highly flexible but.by being highly prodyctive.

Guide students into slow-changihg occapational fields. You might solve the problem through
guidante counseling rather_than through remediation or curricular change. The Counselor's job will
be to make it clear to students that they lack transferable skills and then to guide them into occu-
pational areas that are likely to change slowly and not require the employee to make frequent job
shifts. The hospitality and recreation job cluster offers examples of jobs in which skill retwirements
change little over the years. So does the fine arts and hu'manities occupational cluster. The Wile
thing-is true of lower-level jobs in the marketing and distribution cluster and in the transportation
cluster.
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Notify employers that students lack transferable skills. You might solve the problem yet
another way: Simply give the Outside world an honest descriptidm of what the student can and

- cannot do.. Employers, for example, con then decide whetter they want to hire people who lack
the potential for making lateral and vertical job changes. One option-open to the employer, of
course, is to run a training program for such-employees, attempting to provide.them with the trans-.

ferable skills they lack. Some employers dO that today9.

Help studenti create-a self-development plan. You might decide that the only thing you need
to door can dois to confront the student with a realistic profile of his or her Prer4ent skills, point
out the shortcomipgs of that Firbtile, and strongly encourage the student to make a personal plan for
'making up those shortcomings. The plan could include voluntary study in remedial classes Offered
by the high school, independent study guided by a special reading list, Pbstsecondary education'tHat
includes.courses in the missing skills, work experience in jobs specifically selected to give training
and/or Practice in those skills, correspondenab courses, part-time adult courses taken at night con- 4
comitantly with a full-time job, and so on. Helping deficient students create such plans woulsl Ck .
clearly be usefuho them as well as "giving the school a clear conscience that it had not mislea the
student about his or her readiness to enter the world of work.

4.
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The concept of transferrable skills as weltas the concept of minimum cor6etencies have_artheir
cores the idea of identifying a set of extremeli valuable skills thatitudents learn during a long period
of schooling and use throughout their lifetimes., Leaders in both movirents must realize that soml
students will not learn the transferable skills or the minimum competencies on the ochedule iritended.
Since the leaders of both movements insist that the skills Must be learned fot successful adulthood,
theV must decide what tO do with students who fail to learn them.

The options that each movement offer differ froin each other somewhat, ririmarily because the
minimum competency movement is oriented toward measurement (and the uncertainties of measure-
ment) while the traniferable skills movement is oriented toward'skill identification and development
in individuals (and the uncertainties they involve). On the other hand, the options are somkgnat alike
because both movements must decide whether to redo what they have not done, try to do it in the
future, or simpli settle for what they have been able to accomplish.

Measurement Options

Here are three alternatives that assume that the problem of incompetent students can be solved
by changing the devices used to measure incompetence.

Verify the findings. This option assumes that something is wrongor may be wrongwith the
original measuring device. Solution: Get another instrument and see what measurement it gives.

Give more chances. This option assumes that the instrument may have made an erroneous
measurement the first time. Solution: Take another measurement with the same instrument. Using
this option also allows for the possibility that students could have passed the test the first time but
weren1 trying, and for the possibility that students can and will learn tlie competencies on their own
once they realize the school means business.

Lower the standards. This option assumes that the first standardsw$re unrealistic. Neither
remediation nor a modified progl.arn will ever get the students up to it. Solution: Drop the standards.

Remediation Options

)Here are three alternatives that assume that the student has the capacity to learn b has not
been properly motivated or taught in the past. They assume that the student can be motivated or
taught in the future, perhaps using different techniques. They also assume that the basic program .
is satisfactory, at least for many students, and that the solution lies in special treatmenv for thos&
who failed to make it jn the regular program for some reason. _

1
. .

Repeat the course/grade. This option assumes that the student can learrlthe material:from the
regular program if only he or she can be motiVated to study. Or, it assumes that the student bas
grown up or settled down, and will pay attention and study the second time through.

.

Offer remediation. This option assumes that a word to the wise is sufficient and that the stu-
dent will Volunteer for optional remediation. It also assumes, of course, that the regular instruction
is not satisfactory for the student and that he or she needs something different. ,
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Mandate remediation. This option assumes that even noir the student has to be not only led to
water but made to drink it. And it assumes that the water cannot be what was served up the first time.

. 41
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Program Modification Options

Here are four alternatives that assume that something is wrong with the r4lar progrem and
tkat it should be repairednot allowed to keep-on turning out students who lick essential skills and
competencies.

RevirAcurriculuo. This solution assumes that the curriculum is the culprit. It allows too little
time or uses too few exesmples or provides too little repetition for students-to learn the skill-.

Revise materials. This solution assumes that, the curriculum las been designed orectly but
that the teaching materials are unsatisfactory. Their exposition is murky, useful examples are sparse,
or the format is unappetizing.

-

Revise supervision. This alternative assumes thsat the curriculum4 materials are satisfactarl,
but that no one piys attention to whetker teachers_are using them as they should. The solution IS a
supervisory scheme that will get the curriculum asid materials to come to life in the classroom.

Revise teacher,training. This solution.assumes that teactiers do not know how to,teach the .

skills and competencies. Changing the curriculum, the materials, and the supervisory system won't
help. Teachers muit instead be trained.

Guilience Options

Here are two alternatives that assume that you must settle for what y?have accomplished
that remed,Otion won't help past students and program modification won't help future stuclbnis.
The only thing to be done is to help students make the best of what they've learned.

Guide students into low-pressure situations. This alternative assumes that suldenti ought t&
be told their limitations and helped to find postsecondary schools and iobs where they can succeed
despite the limitations.

t"-
Guide studentsinto self-development.. Tjiis altanative assumes that students can-do for them-

selves what the schools failed to do. Guidance counselors would help,students-think through how
- they could make up their deficiencies in future years through formal.and informal itudy.

Labeling Options

'Here are three alternatives th assume that the student cannot learn the skills and competeinies.
'Having done what it can, the school is finishedexcept to warn society that the graduate is deficient.

tie
No diploma. Perhaps the most vivid vyarning is the lack of a high school diplorh. If the student

cannot produce one, it is clear'to postsecondary sChools, the military, employers, and others that
the student lacks certain essential skills and, competericies.

r
.Restricted.diploma. Another way to notify society that students are deficient is tagive them

second-class diptortiis indicatiri school completion with a satisfactory but not brilliant record, or
imply to staple their high scflotrl transcripts to their diplomas so that prospective empltyers and

can see exactly whet courses they took and how well they did.

Ce "ficate of attendance. A third way to alert society to the shortcomings of graduates is to
issue certificates indicating that they stayed In school twelve years but not indicating what they
learneda clear case of caveat emptor.
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:SUMMARY°

The purpose of this paper is to compare and contrast Minimum Competency Testing and Trans-
Verable Skills in order to identify the important questions and _issues to be considered by educational
planners in developing programs intended to prepare studentikto meet the demands of both work
'and life.. Both movements address concerns about the content and statidirds of education, particu-
lady their utility in the world of mirk. Each movement, howemer; takes a unique apprbach. Each
has advantag4 and disadvantagesysimilarities and dissimilarities. Neither often a perfect solution
to any of the koblems, although one or the other (and, occasionally, both) offers pahial solutions
to some problems in some contexts.

-Irk

Some of the pertiont issues addressed bypte paper include: choosing,competencies or skills;
choosing the best sets oitempetencies orpkills to match the perceived future needspractical and/
or affectiveof students; how many competencies or skills-to choose for what students in Which
contexts; how to measbre each, and the limItatioIS of such measurements; when to conduct measure-
ments, that is,..cluring or at the conclusion o1l Icourse or afl course-work, or in some combination;
and, alternative oPtions for dealing with thosettadents unattle to fulfill the chosen measurement .

standards. Where possible, charts to guide work in defining needs and goals are offered in the dis-
cussions.

Many of the issues raised may present unique problems for different eduCationat systems. To
help guide the decision-making process, thejlternatives are generally presented as distinct choices.
Such neatly drawn alternatives do not always reflect the realities of specific situations, but the
arguments presented in support of each alternative offer a starting point for critical thinkin .and
analysis.

This papa does not attempt to offer a panacea. Rather, it is intended clar y and highlight
theZritical areas of concerri regarding the potential advantages and disadvantag nherent in the
Minimum Competency Testing movement and the Transferable Skills moveme

4' I
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SUMMARY OF GENERIC SKILLS*

Mathernatici Skills (11 areas; 34 skill, arett192.sub.divisions of skills)

IT' Whole numbers: Read, write, and count; add and subtract; mu'itiply and divide; word
problems; round off

2. Fractions: Reacrand write; add and subtract; multiply and divide; word problems

3. Decimei centi; riaad, write and round off; multiply and divide; add and
subtract; word problems

A 4. Percent: Read aiid Write; ratio; proportion; percentage; rate; principle.
5. Mixed operatioris: Equivalents; order of operations; Ikord problems; quick calculations;

average

6. Measpre; Read graduated scales; read verniers; time; weight; distance; capacity

1. Metric Measure: Weight; distante; capacity; weight conversiokdistance conversion;
capecity c6nver5ion

8. Geometric figures:), Forms and figures; angles; draw, sketch; perimeters; areas; volumes

9: Drawings and graphs:. Read 'graphs; read scale drawings; reid assembly diagrams; read
Schematic drawings; draw graphs; measure from scale drawings; draw to scale

10. Algebra: Single voiable, open sentences; single variable, powers and rodts; solve given
formulas; integers and rationals; variables and expressions; two variable, open sentences;
quadratics

11. Calculations: Logs; slide rule; trigonometry calculaVons; calculator

Communications Skills (7 areas)
(

12. Wordi: Plurals; prefixes, suffixes, and-root words; contrattions and abbreviations;
dictionary; synonyms, antonyms, and homonyrns; meaning and context; books

11 Listen: Literal comprehension; interpretive comprehension; evaluative comprehension

*Kawula, H. J., & Smith, A. D. Gsnaric Handbook of occupational information. Prince Aden, SK:
Canada Manpower and Immigration Department, Training Research and Divelopment Station, 1975.
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14. Talk: Pronunciation; diction and word choice; fluency; organization of ideas; ask 6W
questious; give information and directions; use telephone

15. Read 1: Literal comprehension; interpretivi comprehension; elliluative comprehension

16. Read 11: Forms; notes; letters or memos; charts and tables; manuals; Roman numerals X;
Roman numerals XXX; Roman numerals M

17. Write 1: Phrases on forms; sentences on forMs; paragraphs on forms; sentences;-paragraphs;
short notes; take notes

18. Write 11: Form letters; single paragraph letters; internal memos; business letters; informa-
. tion reports; recommendation -reports; technical reports

Interpersonal Skills (7 areas)

19. Attending behaviors: Physical; cognitive; reactive; covert

20. One to one conversation: elementary conversation; task focused conversation; express
own point of view; personable conversation; persuasive preserrtation

21. Group discussion: Preparation; presentation of information or direCtions; control group
decision making; grOup maintenance; participate in group discussion; respond to infor-
mation or directions; persuasive presentation

22. Oral presentations: Preparation; factual information; listen, respond; conceptual;
persuasive; reactive

23. Instructional communication: Establish training; instruction; demonstration; monitor;
evaluate

24. Supervisory communication: Give directions; demonstrate; give praise; give discipline;
prepare evaluation reports

25. Interview/counsel communication: Preparation; closed questions; open questions;
confrontation; interview customers; interview job fipplicaMs; negotiate

Reasoning Skills (9 areas)

26. Obtain job related information: Tools, materials, and equipment; methods and procedures;
sequence; other information; theories

27. Organize information: Sort objects; sort data; rate; rank.; develop classifications

k 28. Estimate: Time; weight; distance; area; capacity; cubic meast tics; costs

29. Tasks: Sequenee; priority

30. Objectives and methods: Goals; activities; alter,atives; criteria; priority; analysis; deduction
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31. Dispiosis: Cause and, effect relationships; possible.problems; priorities; possible methods;
probintquestions; use senses

32. Problem solving: Relevant information; alternative statements; select statement; alter-
native solutions; select alternative

33. Plan and coordinate: Activities and-sequences; outline plan; identify resources; estimate
resources; critical activities; detailed plan; resource requisitions

34. Implement work: Monitor results; standards of quality; standards of quantity; standards
of completion time; priorities of standards; authority and responsibility; update plans
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COMPOSITE LIST OF TRANSFERABLE SKILLS*

Intellectiral/Aptitudinal

\Communicating
Problem Solving
Analyzing/Assessing
Planning/Layout
Organizing
Decision Making
Creativity/Imagination/Innovation
Problem Identification/Definition
Managing One's Own Time
Basic Computation
Logical Thinking
Evaluating
Ability to Relate Common

Knowledge or Transfer Experiences
Coping with the Labor Market and

Job Movement
Understanding Others
Synthesizing
Marshalling Available Resources
Accommodating Multiple Demands
Judgment
Foresight
Trouble Shooting
Job Awareness
Mechanical Aptitude
Typing
Accounting
Implementing
Self-Understanding, Awareness,

Actualization
Situational Analysis
Assessing Environments/Situations
Understanding Human System

Interactions
Organizational Savvy
Conceptualization

Generalization
Goal Setting
Controlling
Quantitative Thinking
Dealing with %kirk Situations
Finance

Tool Usage
Bookkeeping
Artistic Ability
Business Sense
Tolerance of Ambiguity

Interpersonal

Working with; Getting along with,
or Relating to Others

Managing, Directing, or Supervisihg
Empathizing-or Being Sensitive

to Others
Teaching, Training, or Instructing
Counseling
Motivating
Gaining Acceptance or Building

Rapport
Helping, or Cooperating
Cultivating Cooperation

Acceptin Supervision-
Delegati
Instilling Confidence
Team Building

Attitudinal

Diligence or a Positive Attitude toward
the Value of Work

*Wiant. A. A. Transferable skills: The employers' viewpoint. Columbus: The Ohio State Unive;sity, The
Center for Vocational Education, 1977. (Info. Series No, 126)
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Attitudinal (Contiftad)

Receptivity/Flexibility/Adaptability
Determination/Per,severance
Acceptance/Appreciation/Concern

for Others
Responsibility
Willingnessito Learn
Ambition/Motivation
Self -Conf idencf
Self-Disclpline
Pride
Enthusiasm
Patience
Self-Actualization
Assertiveness
Honesty
Loyalty
Reliability
Risk Taking .

Compromising
Kindness

er7
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